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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The ultimate goal of any IC design process is a layout. A 
layout is a multicolored, detailed picture of all circuit elements 
and connections between them that together represent the required 
chip functionality. As such, a layout of an integrated circuit is an 
interface between the IC designer and the IC manufacturer. 

The layouts of present day chips often contain hundreds of 
thousands of miniscule geometric shapes, a few micrometers long. All 
of them must rigorously satisfy certain rules imposed by the 
fabrication process. The generation of an IC layout is therefore a 
costly affair, especially if we realize that a single error very 
often puts the whole chip out of commission. Yet, the major 
challenge is still to come. As the microelectronic technology 
continues to improve dramatically, the submicron minimum feature size 
becomes a reality. In consequence, the magic threshold of one 
million devices on a chip draws nearer. 

The length of time being a limiting factor, the technology can 
now render a virtually new generation of extremely powerful custom 
integrated microcircuits. In exploiting the full potential of new 
technologies the major bo~tleneck is no longer the query of 'how to 
produce ? ' but 'how to design ? ' circuits of that complexity. 

The present human capabilities, even supported by computers, when 
confronted with the sheer size of the problem clearly indicate 
possible design times of several years and costs of millions of 
dollars. In contrast to that, a microcircuit, once designed, can be 
produced in a small faction of its design time and cost. This 
situation is sometimes referred to as the 'hardware crisis' to 
emphasize the software analogy of three decades ago. 

The software designers then were confronted with the problem of 
optimal utilization of growing computer capacity, while programming 
on machine language level became a limiting factor. The answer that 
emerged was software compilers which translated powerful, high level 
language statements into a machine language. The software compilers 
shielded the designer from the intricacies of detailed computer 
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INTRODUCTION 

organization and provided him with tools of high expressional power. 

The emerging idea to resolve the 'hardware crisis' is to pursue 
a similar strategy in the microchip design. The term 'sflicon 
compilation' has been conceived to denote a hypothetical, automatic 
translation of the circuit intended behaviour to the corre~t chip 
layout. A silicon compiler system will always guarantee adherence to 
design rules, presumably at a certain penalty in the silicon area and 
in chip performance. 

Due to their multidisciplinair character, the problems involved 
in a construction of a fairly general silicon compiler system form a 
formidable technical challenge. Therefore it is not likely that such 
a compiler will soon make deep inroads into the everyday designer 
practice. However, the results booked so far look promising [AYRES 
79), [GAJSKI 82], [STEINBERG 84]. Early propositions in the area 
have been centered predominantly around fixed floorplan architectures 
[JOHANNSEN 79], [SYSKIND 81]. The logic synthesis phase received 
most of the attention, while the layout task was rather trivial. 
Later approaches [FOX 85], [OTTEN 85] have recognized the merits of 
tighter coupling between the logical structure of the system and its 
structural representation. In a silicon compiler system it implies 
inevitably much more complex layout handling schemes. 

The HECTIC (Highly Efferent Construction of Topology of 
Integrated Circuits) approach, presented in this work, proposes a 
novel, structured design methodology of a microchip layout. The 
organization of the experimental layout design system, based on this 
methodology, is discussed in detail. A major characterist:ic of 
HECTIC is a specific (efferent) design flow, in which global 
topological decisions are taken first, while others are postpon~d in 
proportion to the growing level of detail. Although primarily aimed 
at forming a silicon compiler's layout manager, the HECTIC system 
provides also a general purpose, standalone structured layout design 
environment. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EFFERENT LAYOUT DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The microchip design process can be regarded as a list of 
activities which must be performed in order to solve some problem. A 
'structured' design process emphasizes a new activity, concerned with 
identifying system components and deciding the relationships among 
them so as to solve the problem more efficiently. Introducing this 
activity does not mean creation of a new action in the design cycle 
that did not exit before. Structured design merely formalizes, 
accentuates and orders existing design activities and decisions that 
are to happen in the design process anyway. 

A fundamental feature of structured layout approach is partition 
of the problem into a number of partial problems or subproblems. The 
first criterion a subproblem should satisfy is to be manageably 
small. It is the condition of successful management of the 
ever-growing circuit complexity. The second criterion is that a 
subproblem should be a self-contained entity which is separately 
solvable, testable and modifiable to the largest possible degree. 
Stated informally the subproblems should have high internal 
cohesiveness, but be mutually loosely coupled. 

The partitioning of a problem into subproblems usually, though 
not necessarily, implies some form of hierarchy, represented by the 
hierarchy tree. The root describes the roughest partition and all 
its descendants represent more fine divisions. Expressing the layout 
problem in terms of hierarchy of subordinate problems also has 
another important advantage. Namely, it increases the universality 
of a system since it does not imply commitment to any particular 
technology or a set of design rules. Under these circumstances only 
the leaves of the hierarchy tree will be clearly technologically 
dependent. 

In the structured layout design the hierarchy tree forms a 
natural framework on which the data flow is organized. The nature of 
such an organization is another critical aspect of the structured 
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design process. The decision flow from the higher to the lower 
modules in the hierarchy tree is referred to as the EFFERENT FLOW. 
It resembles the hierarchical organization of the human nervous 
system, where efferents are the nerves transmitting signals from the 
brain down to the effectors. The analogy stretches beyond a merely 
top-down data transmission, as · there is always a decision-taking 
unit, and the decision issued is subsequently propagated to the 
execution units. Similarly, the AFFERENT FLOW derives from 
affectors, which transmit impulses from receptors up to the brain. 

The efferent organization of the system has several important 
advantages. It allows the focus of attention to be on most crucial 
issues first, without getting into too much detail prematurely. It 
gives a global perspective and allows for early prototype simulation. 
The testing goes on parallel with the design and is easier since the 
most important concepts are checked first. A bug once detected is 
also easier to remove than in a completed design. Finally, the 
efferent organization is easy to comprehend and intuitively elegant. 

Through its first phases, the design process of a complex chip 
by human designers is predominantly efferent. In order to capture 
the intended circuit's functionality, it is imperative initially to 
operate only major building blocks. Once satisfied with the 
configuration, the designer gradually refines the original design and 
tests it on increasingly detailed levels. In later stages, that are 
concerned with generating a layout, however, the chip design process 
is traditionally purely afferent. Then the designer combines low 
complexity primitives, fetched from the library or generated at hand, 
into · still more complex aggregates. As a rule, in such approaches 
with virtually all topological decisions taken locally, there is no 
element of global planning. Hence, the consequences of incorrect 
decisions become apparent relatively late, making eventual 
corrections very difficult if not impossible. Nevertheless, this 
kind of structured layout approach has been advocated by many 
researchers and has been adopted in several automatic packages. 
[LAUTHER 79], [PREAS 79], [SATO 79]. 

The efferent organization of the layout design process is a 
relatively new idea, introduced by the author a few years ago 
[SZEPIENIEC-OTTEN 80], [SZEPIENIEC 82], [SZEPIENIEC 82B]. Only 
recently the elements of efferent decision flow in the layout phase 
begin to enter the designer practice. They are visible in approaches 
based on the multistage chip floorplan generation. [HILD 85]. The 
HECTIC approach to the automatic IC layout generation is a major 
contribution to this direction, being entirely based on the efferent 
decision flow. The consequences of efferent layout organization are 
numerous and far reaching. Most important, no longer is a layout 
constructed by (repetitive) grouping of components together. 
Instead, the expected total chip area is divided stepwise into 
smaller domains. Each division corresponds to solving an individual 
layout subproblem. 
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The major advantage of this scheme is its great flexibility, a 
result of postponing and spreading out the topological decisions. 
The topological data on a layout module is acquired in steps in a 
controlled way, each decision being taken only when it cannot be 
postponed any longer. First, a module gets its preliminary shape. 
In the subsequent steps the initial module representation is 
gradually refined by determining the remaining data, like net 
distribution over sides, pin positions, module orientation and 
positions and so on. This feature is referred to as CONTROLLED 
FLEXIBILITY of modules. It requires simultaneous analysis of 
multiple module descriptions. As such, it contrasts sharply with 
traditional approaches in which module's topological design is 
concentrated in a single time slot. 

The efferent decision flow particularly affects the wiring 
organization. The global wiring problem consists of a number of 
wiring subproblems, corresponding to the input hierarchy. Solving 
such a subproblem requires dealing with many signal nets 
simultaneously, but within the subproblem's scope only. Other wiring 
subproblems may concern the same nets but in distinct topological 
contexts. The partial solutions are then combined into the total 
chip wiring pattern. 

Since the wiring subproblems in an efferently organized layout 
system are solved according to the decreasing hierarchy level, the 
efferent wiring organization can be imagined as a process of gradual 
permeation of signal nets into still lower level domains, until the 
primitives are reached. Again, it contrasts with many traditional 
wiring techniques in which a single signal net is analyzed at a time 
and is solved entirely. 

The placement of functional units on one side and the routing of 
interconnections between them on the other are two essentially 
distinct processes. The objectives and the algorithmic methods to 
achieve them are likewise different. Yet, the functional modules 
placed on a silicon carrier and the wiring between them form an 
integrated unit of a chip and are judged jointly. Moreover, they are 
closely related as wiring is often critically dependent on the 
placement. Often the reverse relation is used as well: the 
placement is designed to get a target interconnection scheme. In 
order to explore this dependence HECTIC supports the INTEGRATED 
PLACEMENT/WIRING. The placement and wiring data are acquired at 
multiple, intervening time slots and fed back to influence the other 
process. The major feedback loop in HECTIC is as follows: the 
positions of modules affect the signal net distribution, which 
affects wiring, which, in turn, affects topology again. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SLICED LAYOUT 

3.1 Model 

3.1.1 Structural Hierarchy 

Let M be a set of functional modules of a digital system and let 
Th=(T,E) be a tree describing the structural hierarchy of this 
system. The nodes t(i), t(i) in T, i in [l •• !T!], represent 
functional modules, and the edges e(i), e(i) in E, i in [l •• !E!], 
define the partitioning of the system. The leaves of Th stand for 
the primitive functions of the system and are referred to as 
PRIMITIVES. All other modules are composite modules and are called 
COMPOUNDS. A compound is composed of primitives and/or other 
compounds. 

Each module has a certain hierarchical LEVEL, corresponding to 
the position of the related node in Th. The levels are numbered by 
non negative, consecutive integers. The highest level has number 0 
and is occupied only by the root of Th, representing the whole chip. 
For instance, the hierarchy tree Th depicted in fig.3.1 has four 
levels. The total chip structure represented by the root t(O) on 
level 0 consists of three modules: they are represented by the nodes 
t(l), t{2), and t(3). One of them, namely t(2), stands for a leaf 
module. Hence, it has no descendants. The remaining nodes denote 
compounds that branch further. Of the five nodes on level 2 only 
t(7) is a compound module. It has two descendants: t(9) and t(lO). 

Since the tree Th describes the structure of an integrated 
circuit, it can be also viewed as the hierarchy of layout subproblems 
called TASKS, each task corresponding to a node of Th. The layout 
subproblems corresponding to compounds of Th are referred to as 
(COMPOUND) TASKS. Likewise, PRIME TASKS are tasks associated with 
the primitives. A prime task can range from a simple reproduction of 
a library artifact to an on-line generation of a complex, dedicated 
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macrocell like, for instance, a PLA. A task t(i) describes thus a 
basic layout subproblem of finding out a sublayout of a compound, 

I composed from all the modules that are descendants of t{i). T~e root 
~io~~p~=~~esents the most general task of constructing 1 chip 

Th: I 
I 

t(O) level #o 

t ( 1) t(2) t(3) level #1 

_! ___ ! ___ ! -,------, 
t(4) t(5) t(6) t{7) t{S) level /12 

t(9) t(lO) level 113 

fig.3.1 Structural hierachy tree Th 

3.1.2 Topology 

A LINE SEGMENT is a connected subset of a line. Consider a set 
D of four orthogonal line segments constituting a rectangle on a 
plane. The maximally connected subset of the set R**2/D is called a 
SLICE DOMAIN and is denoted by s, The set D(s) is referred to as 
CONTOUR of this domain and the constituent line segments are called 
SIDES of domain s. The sides of a domain are denoted by (s, k), 
where k, kin [1 .• 4] , is the side index. 

A line segment int BISECTS a domain s if int in s and there 
exist exactly two distinct domains s(l), s(2), so that s(l) .!. s(2) 
.!. int= s. The line segment int is referred to as an INTERCELL 
between the domains s(l) and s(2). An intercell coincides with the 
common side of s(l) and s(2) and is said to be adjacent to both. It 
is also orthogonal to the two sides of s which it cuts into two line 
segments each. These line segments become sides of s{l) and s(2). 
The intercell adjacent to a slice domain s from the side k is denoted 
by int(s, k). 

Two domains s(l) and s(2) are said to be ADJACENT if D(s(l)) .&. 
D(s(2)) < > O. The set D(s(l)) .&. D(s(2)). which is the subset of 
the respective intercell, is referred to as a SEGMENT between two 
domains. An intercell may have either HORIZONTAL or VERTICAL 
direction. 
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The process of bisecting a slice domain by an intercell is 
called SLICING. fig.3.2. Recursive slicing of domain s in one 
direction results in a row of domains called a SLICE. A slice is 
denoted by s (s(l),s(2), ••• ,s(n)). The related intercells are 
referred to as the INTERNAL intercells of this slice. 

A SLICED LAYOUT S is a set of all slices obtained by the 
recursive slicing of the original domain s. 

s !s(l) ! s(2) 
! 

--, 
int 

II 
...,-------:-- -,---, 
!s(l)! ... !s(n)! 

! ! 

! --,--,--
int int 

fig.3.2 The slicing process 

Consider two intercells int(l), int(2) so that int(l) is 
vertical and int(2) is horizontal. If int(l) and int(2) have a point 
in common, they must form a 'T' intersection. The intercell 
corresponding to the base of 'T' is said to be ENTERING the other 
intercell, represented by the crosspiece of 'T'. The incidence of 
int(l) and int(2) is denoted by int(l) @ int(2). 

! int ! 
int ,--,- ! ,--

-lint! --, ,---, ,--,-, 
int ! int 

-!-- ,--,- ! ! 

--,---,-- '-~!_!_! __ ! 

int int 

fig.3.3 Multilevel slicing 

A sliced layout used to model the topology 
circuit yields a particular regularity, while 
general. Multilevel slicing can be repeated 
alternating the direction of intercells. fig.3.3. 
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SLICED LAYOUT 

An integrated circuit layout built according to the slicing 
principle is itself a slice, the elements of which are lower level 
slices, the elements of which are still lower level slices, ard so 
on. The idea of a sliced layout naturally supports the repeatability 
of the elements of digital IC's. As a matter of fact,' many 
handcrafted as well as CAD supported IC layout designs available 
today adhere more or 'less to this principle. The substantial 
flexibility offered by the sliced layout should also be fully 
sufficient in the industrial design practice of tomorrow, especially 
when the automatic layout system is able to seize the gains offered 
by increased regularity. In the meantime, the advantages of slicing 
have been widely recognized in the research community [SLUTZ 83], 
[OTTEN 84], [LAPOTIN 85). 

Nevertheless, the sliced layout does not cover all possible 
partitions of a silicon carrier into rectangular domains. For 
instance, the s.c. 'windmill' structure, as one spown in fig.3.4, is 
not possible. 

a) b) 

fig.3.4 A sliced layout a) and an unslicable structure b) 

In contrast to a sliced layout, a more general idea of composing 
a chip layout from rectangular domains in arbitrary positions - the 
s.c. 'building block' approach *) allows for practically 
unrestricted topology. [KAN! 76]. Other advanced approaches suggest 
even polygon domains instead of traditional rectangular forms. 
[WIESEL 82). 

However, a high degree of freedom in deciding the shapes and 
positions of layout domains usually implies disproportionately more 
complex algorithms regarding placement and wiring, especially in 
multilevel, hierarchically organized systems. This freedom also 
gives rise to many additional problems, one of which concerns the 
channel ordering constraint implied by unrestricted geometry 
[KAWANISHI 73]. 

*) also known as 'general cell' approach. 
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3.1.3 Slicing Tree 

The partition obtained by slicing is represented by the tree 
referred to as SLICING TREE*) and denoted by Ts=(V,E). Each node 
v(i), v(i) in V, of Ts represents a slice, whose constituent domains 
are represented by the children of this node. The leaves represent 
slices to which no further slicing is applied. The children of a 
slice are referred to as its SUBSLICES. The notation used is 
fa(s(i)) = s. By pro(s) we denote the primogenitive slice (first 
child) of s. Each slice is a SUPERSLICE for all its descendants. 

The sequence of subslices in a slice plays an important role in 
HECTIC. Therefore, it is useful to express a subslice s(i) in terms 
of its neighbors. To do so two operators are used: pre(s(i)) 
denotes the predecessor of s(i) and suc(s(i)) denotes the successor 
of s(i). We have thus 

s(i) = pre(s(i+l)) = suc(s(i-1)), 

where s(n+l), s(O) are dummy subslices and 1 < = i < = n. 

Since in many places we are concerned with a situation where 
only the intercells preceeding and following a given slice s in its 
parent slice fa(s) are of interest, a notation int(s,-) and int(s,+) 
is used. In a similar fashion by s(int,-) and s(int,+) we denote the 
two consecutive slices preceeding and, correspondingly, succe.eding 
the intercell int in the parent slice. 

!A !H 

!F !C !G 

!-B--! 

!DI 
! 

IE! 

!D----, 

! 
B 

Ts: level 
0 

(BA(D(F(EDC)G)H)) 1 -,- --! 

(BA) (D(F(EDC)G)H) 2 
! --! 

A D (F(EDC)G) H 3 
I ! 
F (EDC) G 4 - T 

E D c 5 

fig.3.5 Sample sliced layout and the corresponding slicing tree 

II 

*) The slicing tree has originally been proposed in [SZEPIENIEC-OTTEN 
80] under the name of 'v-h tree', to point out that subsequent 
generations of slices are formed by slicing the original domains 
alternately, vertically and horizontally. 
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The slicing tree is an ordered tree with the sequence of 
children nodes matching the sequence of elements of the parent slice. 
The levels of the slicing tree are assigned consecutive niatural 
numbers, beginning from 0 (the root). The number lev(v(i)) d~notes 
the level of the node v(i). A node v(i) is said to be HIGHER 

1

in Ts 
then v(j), v(i),v(j) in V, if lev(v(i)) < lev(v(j)). The level 
lev(s(i)) of slice s(i) is defined as the level of the corresponding 
node of the Ts tree. Likewise we define the level lev(int) of 
intercell int as lev(s(int,-)) or lev(s(int,+), whichever exists, 

The lowest level superslice common to a number of slices is 
referred to as MINIMAL COVER of these slices. 

A sample sliced layout and the related slicing tree are shown in 
fig.3.5. 

3.1.4 Configuration Of A Task 

In the efferent layout design we are concerned with the problem 
of mapping a functional module m into the corresponding slice s. 
Through the remainder of this work the discussion is concentrated on 
the slices. They are regarded as geometrical objects the properties 
of which are controlled by the corresponding functional modules to be 
mapped in. The mapping takes place in several steps, defining the 
design increments. At each step the set M(t) of modules forming the 
task t is mapped into the configuration of slices, denoted by

1 
S(t). 

The set S(t) is called a (USER) COMPOUND since it corresponds to a 
user defined task - a parent-children relationship imposed through 
the input data. The compound structure must satisfy two : major 
postulates. First, it should be simple and repeatable so that the 
algorithms manipulating it can have the same form and an acceptable 
complexity. A simple structure implies also more accurate area 
forecasting. Second, it should include several generations of slices 
since this yields more 'lookahead' capability particularly important 
in structured wiring. Moreover, the initial shapes of slices lie 
closer to their target values when being selected from a wider 
spectrum of values. Unfortunately, the two postulates mentioned 
above are to some extent contradicting. 

A single slice s is the simplest, very regular structure that 
could be used to fill the task domain s. fig.3.6a. However, the 
subslices must share one dimension in this case. This results in low 
topological flexibility which may be unacceptable in the efferent 
design, where deciding the optimal shapes is of major importance. 
That is why this structure is used in HECTIC only on the explicit 
user request to force a target architecture upon the compound layout. 
It may include, but is not limited to, a series of datapath 
components connected by the embedded data busses. In such a case the 
implicit task structure imposes its sliced realization. 
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A sliced layout with two levels of slicing offers more 
flexibility. Such a 'slice of slices' structure consists of a parent 
slice, the elements of which are lower level slices. A sample user 
compound with this structure is shown in fig.3.6b. 

While providing more flexibility in selecting the shapes of 
slices, the complexity of this compound structure is still rather 
low. Moreover, its specific, two-dimensional regularity results in a 
relatively simple interconnection pattern and more predictable area 
needs. 

! s(l) s(2) s(3) s(4) 

a) 

!---! 

! 
!---! 

! ! 
!------! !------! 

b) 

fig.3.6 A single a) and a double slice b) structure of a compound 

The double slice structure is used mostly for modelling the 
tasks which, due to the underlying technology, must have components 
arranged in parallel rows. Between the examples which may be covered 
by this model are two popular layout techniques used today: the 
gates of ULA /uncommited logic array/ arranged in rows and the rows 
of standard cells sharing supply busses. 

Finally, when the task structure is general and is not committed 
to a particular realization, the user compound structure takes the 
form of an arbitrary sliced sublayout. This is usually the case on 
all higher hierarchy levels. The only requirement imposed by HECTIC 
is to preserve the orthogonality of $licing. The primary reason for 
this is to reduce the complexity of maintaining the slicing tree. 

The selection of the compound structure is in HECTIC controlled 
by the task attribute CompoundMode. 

The contents of a leaf slice can be either fetched from the 
system library as a library artifact or generated on-line by a 
dedicated layout subsystem (cell generator). They are referred to as 
LIBRARY PRIMITIVES (LIBRARY MODULES) and FREE FIELD PRIMITIVES, 
respectively. 

Depending on the phase of HECTIC design process and the data 
acquired so far, a slice has a different ability to modify its 
external form. It is described by the RIGIDITY FACTOR f of this 
slice, A slice with only its area and signal nets known initially 
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has the highest potential to modify its form. It is exemplified by a 
small rigidity factor. In the course of the efferent chip design 
process its topological flexibility is gradually reduced, in line 
with deciding the shape, contact positions, orientation, etc. This 
is accompanied by increasing rigidity. 

Aside from the rigidity factor that describes the current slice 
status and not a permanent feature, a slice can either be of 
FLEX(ible), SEMIFLEX(ible) or FIX(ed) type. The type of slice 
depends solely on its intended contents and the position in the 
slicing tree. The FIX slices are those which ultimately have to 
accommodate functional modules with predefined structures, given by 
the corresponding library artifacts. Hence, the library primitives 
are of FIX type. 

In contrast to FIX slices, the FLEX slices are those allowed to 
take arbitrary shapes and signal distribution. All compounds and 
most free-field primitives are slices of FLEX type. 

An intermediate type is the SEMIFLEX type. A slice of this type 
may take an arbitrary shape but must comply to the predetermined 
signal distribution over the sides. SEMIFLEX type is represented by 
those free-field primitives that must match predefined patterns of 
external signals (inputs, outputs, clocks, resets, etc.). 

3.1.5 Slice Coordinate System 

Obvious as it may sound, one of the primary advantages of the 
sliced layout is that the algorithms manipulating it can be slice 
oriented. This means that a slice forms a basic data structure and 
each algorithmic step is concerned with processing a single slice 
only. In order to take full advantage of this scheme, the data 
should also be stored in chunks corresponding to individual slices 
and in a unified format. This is particularly applicable to graphics 
operations on slices. The underlying reasoning is to keep the 
complexity of algorithms within reasonable bounds by shielding them 
from the burden of upkeeping absolute coordinates or from becoming 
dependent on slice orientations. These postulates can be satisfied 
by maintaining a local coordinate system for each slice. 

The subslices of a slice s are arranged along an imaginary 
directed line called the AXIS of s. The axis of s determines the 
DIRECTION of this slice. We assume that the direction of a slice is 
always either left to right or bottom up. 

The two orthogonal slice axes: the axis of s and the axis of 
the parent slice fa(s) form a local cartesian coordinate system in 
which the elements of s are described. fig.3.7. 
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The point (O,O) of this system lies in the geometrical center of 
the slice s. The Ox axis coincides with the slice axis and the Oy 
axis coincides with the axis of the parent slice fa(s). An arbitrary 
subslice s(i}, s(i) in s, can now be described in relation to its 
slice s and the parent slice fa(s). 

The dimension of subslice s(i) in the direction of its slice s 
is referred to as the LONGITUDE of this subslice and is denoted by 
lo(s(i)). The other dimension of s(i) is called the LATITUDE and is 
denoted by la(s(i)). 

! s(i) ! 

==+==============+=============+===> axis of s 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

! ! ! ! 
! ! 

! 
! 

axis of fa(s} 

! ! 

fig.3.7 Local coordinate system of a slice 

The position of s(i) is given by two distances: the center of s(i) 
to the center of its slice s and the center of s(i) to the center of 
the parent slice fa(s). The distances mentioned are called the 
LATITUDINAL- and LONGITUDINAL COORDINATES of s(i) and are denoted by 
cla(s(i)} and clo(s(i)), respectively. 

As to the order of appearance on the axis of s, the left and, 
respectively, the right side of a subslice s(i) can be distinguished. 
Similarly, the bottom- and top side of s(i) can be distinguished in 
relation to the order of occurrence on the axis of the parent slice 
fa(s). Out of two sides of s(i) perpendicular to that axis, the 
first one is the bottom side of s(i), and the one following it, is the 
top side of s(i). Both of them are referred to as FRONT sides of 
s(i). The two other· sides are called LATERAL sides of s(i). The 
sides of a subslice s(i) are identified by the integers k, k in 
[1 .• 4], denoting the left, top, right and bottom side, respectively. 

The intercells are a result of a particular arrangement of 
slices. They play an important role as imaginary, functionless 
communication interfaces between the slices. An intercell can be 
referred to by identifying the side of a slice to which 1 t J,, 
adjacent. For instance, int(s,k) denotes an intercell adjacent to 
slices from the side (s,k), kin [1 •• 4]. 
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..•..•. ! ••••.•..•••••• o <-----center of fa(s) 
A I 
! lo(s(i)) 

<-------> 

-~~~~~~--~~~~~-············ 
A 

clo(s(i))! s(i) ! ! 
v ! ! 
=======+==============+======+=~==+===> la(s(i)) 

! tt 

" ! ! 
! ! ........... v 

~~"~--, 

" 
<------> 
cla(s(i)) 

fig.3.8 Position and size of a subslice s(i) in the local 
coordinate system 

As the contour of an arbitrary slice s is in HECTIC 
rectangle, there are always four intercells adjacent to s. 
them E(s) and refer to them as the ENVIRONMENT of s : 

E(s) = {int(s,k)}, kin [1 •• 4]. 

always a 
We denote 

Obviously, any signal net accessing slice s (i.e. contacting 
electrically its contents or running through it as a tr~nsit net) 
must be available in the environment E(s) of s. 

3.1.6 Signal Nets 

With each slice s a set Ne(s) of EXTERNAL (CORE) NETS is 
associated. They are the signal nets by means of which the 
functional module mapped into a slice s communicates with the outside 
world. The external nets of all slices define the connectivity of 
the system. The external nets of the root slice of a sliced layout 
S(t), corresponding to task t, are also referred to as the EXTERNAL 
NETS OF TASK t. 

Similar to the external net, a signal net that does not take 
part in communicating with the outside of slice s is an INTERNAL NET 
of s. Note, that an internal net of s may be an external net of some 
descendants of s. Such a situation is illustrated in fig.3.9. The 
net pl is an external net of both, slice A and B. Net p2, hcwever, 
is an internal net of A since it connects only slices B and C which 
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are enclosed in A. 

The CONNECTIVITY Fi(Nl, N2) between two sets of signal nets Nl, 
N2, is the number of signal nets they share, 

Fi(Nl, N2) !Nl .&. N2! 

In a more traditional context we are also talking about the 
connectivity Fi(sl, s2) between two slices sl and s2, defined as the 
number of common external nets between them. For instance, in the 
example of fig.3.9, Fi(B,C) = 1, Fi(A,D) =l and Fi(C,D) = 0. 

A slice can be entered by an external net through special 
terminal points on its boundary, called PINS. 

!D 0 

I 
!-E~~~I~~~~~~~~ 

I pl 
pl ==+=======+----------------! 

!A I 
I p2 

rn-o o=+,.,===+o C! 

fig.3.9 External (pl) and internal (p2) net of slice A 

With each of the four sides of a slice s a subset of Ne(s) is 
associated. It is called TRANSET and is denoted by N[k](s), k=l, •. 4. 
The transet N[k](s) defines the external nets that enter slice s 
through the side (s,k). Therefore we have: 

N[l](s) .&. N[2] (s) .&. N[3](s) .&. N[4](s) = Ne(s) 

The index immediately following N refers to the corresponding side 
index k, kin [1 •• 4]. 

The transets N[k](s(i)), k=2,4, are referred to as FRONT 
transets, and the remaining as SIDE transets of s(i). 

A signal net p in a sliced layout is modelled by a set of 
connected broken lines between the slices for which p is the external 
net. 

A net p, connecting slices for which it is an external net, 
usually also runs through several other slices without contacting 
them electrically. In such case the net p is a TRANSIT net through 
the respective slices. The set of transit nets of slice s is denoted 
by Nt(s). For example, the net pl in fig.3.9 is a transit net for 
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slice E. The set of external nets Ne(s) is a topological inva:dant. 
In contrast, the set Nt(s) of TRANSIT nets of sis dependent on' chip 
topology. 

Depending on the underlying structure, a signal net iri the 
HECTIC routing model can or cannot run over a particular slice. 
However, it is always allowed to run along boundaries between slices. 
We say it 'runs through' the intercells which in this case beh~ve as 
real interconnection channels. The merits of this routing style, 
called the off-cell routing, are discussed further in section 5.3, 
where we deal with the slice routing problem. 

In order t"o include the intercells into the HECTIC wiring system 
they are equipped with much the same attributes as the slices. In 
particular, there are top- and bottom TRANSETS N[k](int), k=2,4, 
assigned to each intercell int through which a net can 'enter' it. 
The sets of Ne(int) and Nt(int) of CORE and TRANSIT nets are defined 
for each intercell as well. 

Consider intercell int in slice s, dividing s into subslices 
s(l), s(2). The core net p, p in Ne(int), is defined as core net of 
at least one slice from each part of s. Any signal net available on 
intercell's transets N[2](int), N[4](int) and/or the transets 
N[3](s(l)), N[l](s(2)) of subslices and NOT core net of int is 
transit net of int. 

A net on the transit list records the fact that the ultimate 
routing path will intersect the respective side of a slice s in a 
certain, not further specified point. Thus, the net wiring p~ttern 
in s can be described by the sets of related transets. It offers an 
alternative signal representation which in many aspects is superior 
to operating with traditional line segments. For instance, such a 
configuration can be easily refined in line with analyzing a sliced 
layout S to increasingly greater depth. 

Using the terminology introduced, the configuration of net pl in 
fig.3.9 can be described by the occurrences on the following 
transets, core- and transit net lists: 

Ne(A), Ne(D), Nt(E), Ne(intl), Ne(int2), 
N[l](A), N[l](E), N[3](E), N[l)(D), N[2](intl), 

where intl = int(A,+) and int2 = int(E,+). 

The configuration of an arbitrary net p in the model discussed 
in this work follows a fixed PATTERN, the same for all nets. In each 
slice it has the form of a straight line segment g(s,p) between the 
outermost subslices having p on their netlists. The segment g(s,p) 
is called the NET PATTERN SEGMENT in s. 
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Since a subslice s(i) of s is itself a slice of lower level, 
orthogonal to s. the pattern of a net p in this subslice will again 
take form of a line segment. perpendicular to g(s,p). In 
consequence, the ultimate pattern of p in a sliced layout will 
eventually take form of a number of intersecting pattern segments, 
alternately horizontal and vertical. It is shown in fig.3.11, where 
fa(s) denotes the parent slice of s. The net pattern segment in a 
slice s has the interpretation of the lower bound on the net length 
in s. It does not represent a physical net which has usually more 
complex geometry. 

There are two parameters associated with each side k of a slice 
s, that control the wiring pattern and take care of special cases in 
which HECTIC is forced to depart from its default operation. They 
are side accessibility sa(s, k) and side capacity sc(s, k). The side 
accessibility denotes sides that are open, restricted or closed for 
interconnections. 

I <------------ net pattern segment in s(i) 
I I 

=======+====+======= <----- net pattern segment in s 
I I 
I I 
I 
I <----------------- net pattern segment in fa(s) 

·=======•===-+================ <- net pattern segment in fa(fa(s)) 
I 

fig.3.11 A net pattern in the sliced layout 

In general, for most slices sa(s, k) = open for any k. The side 
accessibility 'restricted' or 'closed' is usually connected with 
accommodating the library artifacts which have specific pinouts 
imposed. In particular, side accessibility 'restricted' limits the 
nets allowed to enter a slice through this side to only a set 
predefined in the input data. 'Closed' bars all nets from entering 
through the pertaining side. The final transets of slices must obey 
the restrictions imposed the by side accessibility. The following 
relationships must be satisfied: 

(sa(s. k) 
(sa(s, k) 
(sc(s, k) 

closed) 
restricted) 
c) 

=> N[k] (s) = 0 
=> N[k](s) = N[k](lib(s)) 
=> IN[k](s)! <= c 

where lib(s) denotes the instantiation of a library primitive in s. 

The side capacity sc(s, k) describes the physical ability of a 
slice to accommodate the traffic through the side (s,k). Exceeding 
the side capacity renders the respective side inaccessible for other 
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nets. 

If a net p is allowed to enter slice s through the side (s,k) 
then the boolean ACCESS as(s,k,p) is true; otherwise it is false. 
The actual access of a net is, therefore, a function of accessibility 
and capacity of the respective side. 

3.1.7 Layout Problem 

! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !M -,-,---,-,-,-,-

Functional 
modules 

! ! ! ! !/!-,-,---, 0 

! ! ! ! ! I .!/!-! I ---,-,7!-/ ,-,--,I 
! ! I !/ ,-,-,-
! !/! I !/!/!-!~ o 
! o !/ I I rr,---,-
!/! I !/!/! I /!~ ! o 
I!/ Io!/!/!/ __ _ 

!/! I !/! ! I I I 
0 !/! 0 ! !/!/! /! 

Images 

Library 
artifacts 
(standard 
orientation) 

L 

o ! ! I o ! I 
! /! ! 0 

0 ! ! ! 
! {layout related 

! ! ! ! -,-,-,-,-,-,-,-,-
! module definitions) 
!I 

!!- -,- - -,-,-,--, Slices 
! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

fig.3.12 The relationships between the sets L, M, I and S 

Let M be a set of functional modules of a digital system and S 
be a set of slices in a sliced layout. By L we denote the set of 
LIBRARY ARTIFACTS. A library artifact is an internal realization of 
the functionality of a module, expressed in terms of technological 
layers and stored in the component library. 

The objective of the HECTIC system is to construct a layout of a 
chip, which is optimal with respect to a number of criteria related 
to both, the placement and the routing. It involves finding the 
mapping f:M->S of functional modules into the set of slices so that 
the structural hierarchy of the system, given by Th, is refined into 
the hierarchy of slices, given by Ts. 
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The layout is represented by the set I of images, I in M x S x 
L; An image i = (m, s, lib(s)) corresponds to an INSTANTIATION of a 
functional module m within slice s by referencing the library 
primitive lib(s). 

The relationships between the sets L, M, I and S are depicted in 
fig.3.12. 

3.2 Outline Of The HECTIC System 

The diagram in fig.3.13 presents major components of the HECTIC 
system and the relationships between them. It proposes a 
hypothetical chip design process flow by which a complete chip layout 
can be designed in a strictly efferent manner. This work covers only 
these parts of HECTIC which are inherent to the efferent process flow 
and/or indirectly related hereto. Many other aspects of lesser 
theoretical interest and a lot of details of implementation have been 
omitted or briefly mentioned. Hence, only the part of the diagram 
below may seem applicable. However, in order to get proper 
understanding of what HECTIC is and what reasoning underlies some of 
its actions having no counterpart in traditional layout systems, it 
is necessary to analyze this diagram as a whole, 

The input (1) to HECTIC is twofold. It consists of a netlist 
and a structural hierarchy of a circuit. The netlist is a 
traditional means of entering input data to present CAE systems. It 
is routinely generated by a variety of schematic capture tools. The 
structural hierarchy as explicit input data to layout tools is, on 
the other hand, a relatively new concept, proposed by several authors 
at the beginning of this decade [PREAS 79], [SZEPIENIEC-OTTEN 80]. 

In fact, the simulators are practically the only CAE tools to 
make wider use of the system's hierarchical properties, 
Consequently, a variety of netlist formats around allows for 
expressing the system structural hierarchy in terms of the required 
module groupings. A netlist of this type may be used as input to 
HECTIC. 

The third type of input data, which is specific to HECTIC, are 
the task attributes. They control processing of a task in terms of 
priority and selection of the execution options. The options 
available are summarized in chapter 7. 

The front-end processor (2) performs several preparatory actions 
on the level of the whole circuit. It starts with lexicographic 
analysis of the input data and performs the circuit consistency 
checking. Since the HECTIC input file may reference a number of 
component libraries, the consistency check of this data should also 
be provided. 
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Next, the structural hierarchy tree is scanned twice, ' in a 
bottom-up and a breadth-first order, in the steps of connec~ivity 
analysis and area forecasting. The goal is to extract some dat~ for 
non-terminal nodes in a hierarchy, given data for the leave~. It 
inludes the list of external nets for each intermediate node and the 
first area estimate for the related domains. 

The HECTIC efferent design flow controller (3) sequences various 
design actions and keeps control of the design scope. Essentially, 
the efferent processing of a layout by HECTIC consists of processing 
the hierarchy tree node-by-node, parent preceding sons. Each way of 
accomplishinh this task determines a specific design strategy. The 
default design strategy in HECTIC is the scan of the hierarchy tree 
level by level. Deviations from the default strategy are controlled 
by the module in question. It also handles returns from the task 
assembler. 

+-------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ 
!l !4 !5 !6 !11 
!netlist! !area !sequen-
!struct. ! !allocat.! !cing 
!hierar. ! ! ! 

!wiring 
! 

! final 
!layout 
!data 

+-------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ 
A A A 

! ! 
v v v v 

+-------+ +------------------------------+ +--------+ 
!2 ! ! 3 ! !8 
!Front !>! HECTIC efferent design flow !>!Back 
! end pr. l ! controller ! ! end pr. 
+-------+ +------------------------------+ +--------+ 

A A V V fl. 

! ! +---------+ +----------+ 
! 10 ! 7 
!cell ! 
!generator! 
+---------+ 

!task 
!assembler 
+----------+ 

V V V V A 

+---------------------------------------------------+ 
!9 Artifact library 
+---------------------------------------------------+ 

fig.3.13 Outline of the HECTIC system 

The efferent layout design is performed in several steps by an 
integrated layout subsystem, that is the major topic of this work. 
There are three main design actions that can be singled out: area 
allocation (4), sequencing (5) and wiring (6). The details of these 
actions and the results of their practical implementation are covered 
in detail in chapter 5. 
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Once the topology of a task is determined, the underlying 
(sub)task must be assembled. Assembling (7) consists of. transposing 
the abstract layout topology found so far into a detailed layout 
description in terms of mask data. It includes traditional processes 
of fetching library resident artifacts to predefined locations and 
performing the detailed routing step. These issues are only briefly 
mentioned in this work, as they have been thoroughly documented in 
the literature. However, since the mutual interaction between the 
HECTIC efferent processor and the task assembler (which, by nature, 
works in the afferent manner) is an entirely new concept, it has been 
discussed at some length in chapter 6. 

The HECTIC back-end processor (8) performs a number of auxiliary 
actions that do not contribute directly to the system presentation in 
this work. Most notably, it constructs the supply distribution 
scheme as proposed ln [SZEPIENIEC 82B]. The back-end processor is a 
convenient place for future extensions, consisting of various artwork 
enhancements (via minimizing, poly to metal conversion, etc.) and 
parameter extraction tools. 

Major constituents of the HECTIC system require support by a 
component library (9), capable of providing the requested layout 
artifacts. In its simplest form the library takes the form of a 
conventional library of predefined logic primitives. However, major 
gains can be attained if the library subsystem consists of 
parametrized artifacts instead of fixed. Parametrized cells have 
their functional identity fixed, but a variable layout appearance. 
The merits of parametrized cells lie in that their final shapes and 
the pinouts, as picked up by the task assembler, can be controlled by 
the earlier available data from the efferent processor. 

The highest flexibility can be achieved when an artifact is 
constructed on-line to meet the topological constraints obtained from 
the efferent processor. In this case not only the shape but also the 
pinout of a cell can be 'customized' to local enviromnent. This unit 
has in the HECTIC system a generic name of cell generator (10), The 
cell generator hides in itself a separate layout subsystem, capable 
of 'filling in' a HECTIC layout domain by a specified logic. An 
industry standard polycell layout technology, a PLA synthesizer, or a 
Weinberger array generator all can be used to illustrate this 
concept. 

Although HECTIC consequently sticks with the structural circuit 
definition rather than functional, the cell generator idea can be 
further extended to include a family of macrocell compilers accepting 
functional description input. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FRONT-END PROCESSING 

4.1 Connectivity Analysis 

A primary input data to HECTIC is the circuit connectivity, 
expressed in terms of a netlist. A netlist is usually flat in that 
it contains no information about a possible system hierarchy. That 
is, only circuit primitives and the signal nets connecting them are 
listed. The system structural hierarchy , which is a part of the 
HECTIC input data, is in such a case separately fed. Sometimes the 
netlist format allows for expressing the structural hierarchy as 
well, simplifying HECTIC input. 

In any case the hierarchy information takes the form of a 
parent-children relationship, with each non leaf node in a hierarchy 
tree storing merely a link to its first child. Due to the 
anticipated (efferent) way of processing of the layout problem, two 
important informations more must be available at each non terminal 
node. They are: the list of external nets of the related task and 
the estimation of the expected area of task domain. 

Let us consider a non leaf node t(i) of the hierarchy tree 
Th(T,E). The node t(i) defines a subtree t(Tl, El), of which it is a 
root. It divides the set T into two disjoint subsets Tl, T2, T2 • T 
• /. TL 

A signal net p is an external net of t(i) if it is available in 
at least one node of both subsets: 

(4.1) 
p in Ne(t(i)) => 

E(tl,t2 : tl in Tl, t2 in T2 p in Ne(tl) .&. p in Ne(t2)) 

Consider a sample hierarchy tree shown in fig.4.1, where the 
nodes originating nets pl and p2 are correspondingly marked. For the 
node t(3) the net pl will be an external net since it originates at 
both, the nodes of the subtree rooted by t(3) and the nodes which do 
not belong to this subtree. The net p2, on the other hand, will not 
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be external to t(3) since it originates only within the subtre~. 

t(l) 

------
! /pl/ 

t(4) t(S) t(6) 

t(O) 

t (2) 

t(7) 

t(3) 

/p2/ 
t(8) 

/pl/-!-- --- /p2/ 
t (9) t (10) 

fig.4.1 External net determination 

The above observations are used to find the external nets of all 
non leaf nodes of Th in two consecutive steps. The first step 
involves a scan of Th in a bottom-up order. For each node t(i) a 
list of candidate external nets is constructed by appending the 
candidate external nets of children nodes. 

Ne(t(i)) = { j : fa(t(j)) = t(i) : Ne(t(j))} (4. 2) 

The candidate external nets are superset of the ultimate set of 
external nets. 

In the second step the tree Th is being scanned in the 
breadth-first order. At each node t(i) all the candidate external 
nets that are not represented outside the subtree rooted by t(i) are 
dropped. In this operation all siblings of t(i) must be checked. 

4.2 Area Forecasting 

The best possible management of the available chip area on each 
design level is one of the most important issues in the efferent 
layout design. The HECTIC system handles this problem in several 
stages associated with completing the assembly of each individual 
task. The result usually deviates from the alloted space, yet it 
must be incorporated in the overall layout structure as smoothly as 
possible. 
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The efferent layout design implies the knowledge of the area 
associated with each user compound from the very beginning. The 
space required for realization of each task must therefore be 
estimated in advance. This is where the overall area management 
process really begins, as inaccurate estimates are expensive to 
correct in later stages. Yet the area forecasting at this stage is 
more a guesswork, guided by some experimental records, than a 
consistent theory. The reason is that, in fact, very little is known 
about the area required for realization of a particular layout 
subproblem. It is especially true for deeper hierarchies, when the 
estimation errors accumulate. In this situation the simplest 
solution turns out to be the best. The area a(t) needed for 
realization of a particular task t is computed by summing up the 
areas of all constituent subtasks of this task. These areas are 
already known, due to the bottom-up way of scanning the Th tree. 

a(t) = AreaMargin(t) * sum(i : m(i) in t : a(m(i))) (4.3) 

The task attribute AreaMargin(t) determines the expected excess area 
that has to be added in order to accommodate the interconnections. 
For most tasks involving fix or semiflex library primitives the 
formula 1.5 < AreaMargin(t) < 2 yields an acceptable estimate. For 
tasks with all primitives of type flex AreaMargin(t) = 1. A positive 
aspect is that the tasks with a big number of components are usually 
selected with a specific design methodology in mind. In order to 
take advantage of the approach-specific features like, for instance, 
sharing power busses by abutment, it is wise to represent the task 
structure in such cases by the double slice model. More' regular task 
structure allows then the estimate of the ultimate area need with 
greater accuracy. 

The process of determination of external nets is performed by 
two subsequent recursive routines. The UPTREE procedure scans the Th 
tree in the bottom-up order and computes the lists of candidate 
external nets for each node, given the external nets of the children. 
The area forecasting process also makes part of the UPTREE scan. 

********************************************************************* 
* * * procedure UPTREE(tO) 

* * O. initialization: t <= tO; N <= O; a <= O; 
* 1. if t is a prime task then stop 
* 2. t <= first child(t) 
* 3. if t not a-prime task then UPTREE(t) 
* 4. N <= N • ! . Ne(t); a <= a(t) * AreaMargin(t); 
* 5. t <= next(t); if t <>NIL goto 3. 
* 6. Ne(tO) <= N; a(tO) <= a; 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ********************************************************************* 
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The DOWNTREE procedure performs a scan of the Th in the 
breadth-first order. It is slightly more complex because dropping a 
net from the candidate net list requires some local search. 

********************************************************************* 
* * * procedure DOWNTREE(tO) * 
* * 
* o. initialization: N <= O; * 
* 1. if father(tO) = NIL then Ne(tO) <= 0 and goto 6 * 
* 2. N <= Ne(father(t)); t <= father(tO); t <= first_child(t); * 
* 3. if t < > tO then N <= N • ! . Ne(t) * 

t <=next sibling(t); if t <>NIL goto 3; * 
N <= N .&-: Ne(tO); Ne(tO) <= N; * 

* 4. 
* s. 
* 6. t <= tO * 

repeat t <= next sibling(t) until * 
first child(t) ~):NIL or t = NIL * * 7. 

* 
if t -;: NIL then t <= first child(tO) * 
if t < > NIL then DOWNTREE (t) * * 8. 

* 9. 
* * ********************************************************************* 
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CHAPTER 5 

EFFERENT PROCESSING OF A TASK 

5.1 Area Allocation 

The slicing structure offers a possibility of splitting the 
placement problem logically into two disjoint problems of area 
allocation and sequencing. The area allocation process is concerned 
with generation of the slicing tree Ts, whose underlying structure is 
optimal with respect to the required shapes of slices. Once the 
structure of the Ts tree is determined, the ultimate configuration of 
slices can be determined in the process of changing the sequence of 
subslices in each slice. 

This chapter is concerned with the space allocation process. 
The problem of optimal space allocation is specific to the efferent 
decision flow of HECTIC. It is substantially different from the 
placement problems usually associated with manipulating fixed 
geometry objects. from these reasons a novel placement concept had 
to be devised, not related to the established placement approaches. 

The problem we are solving here can be outlined as follows: 
Given is a set of functional modules m{l),m{2), ••• ,m{n) forming a 
task t, find the optimal sliced layout S(t) for this task so that the 
boundary conditions set on: 

i ) shapes of slice domains, and 

ii) configuration of slices 

are satisfied. Depending on the context in which a space allocation 
method is used, different priorities are handled. The boundary 
conditions must be, therefore, correspondingly modified. 

Each functional module of a task t corresponds to a leaf of the 
slicing subtree associated with this task. The area allocation 
problem of a task consists of constructing a sliced layout S(t) and 
its related slicing subtree, given the number of leaf slices. Their 
areas are fixed but the dimensions can vary, according to the 
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features of functional modules which they have to accommodate. 

Following the principle of controlled flexibility, the shapes of 
leaf slices are decided gradually in our approach. It means that 
during the substantial part of the design process their actual 
dimensions are different from the dimensions of library artifacts to 
be finally mapped into. This discrepancy implies some distortion of 
the resulted sliced layout since the leaf slices eventually may have 
to be forced to take somewhat different shapes, guaranteeing 
accommodation of the artifacts. The quality of current configuration 
of slices forming a task can be thus assessed in terms of deviations 
of their actual dimensions from the target values. These deviations 
are referred to as DEFORMATIONS. Let us define a deformation 
df(s(i)) of a slice s(i) as follows: 

df(s(i)) 

where: 

f(s(i)) * 
(a(s(i))/A) * 
[abs(lo'(s(i))-lo(s(i)))/lo(s(i)) + 
abs(la'(s(i))-la(s(i)))/la(s(i))] 

f(s(i)) - is a rigidity factor associated with s(i) 

a(s(i)) - is the area of s(i) 

A - is the total area of task t 

(5.1.1) 

lo'(s(i)), la'(s(i)) - are target (ideal) dimensions of a slice, 
imposed by the respective artifact 

The equation (5.1.1) can be transformed to: 

(5.1.2) 

df(s(i)) f(s(i)) * (a(s(i))/A) * sign[l'-1) * (l'/l 1/1') 

where the values 1, l' concern the length of the shorter side of 
s(i), denoting the target and the current value, respectively. 

According to the formula (5.1.2), the deformation df(s(i)) is 
meant as a penalty for deviating from the 'ideal' form given by the 
target dimension 1 of a leaf slice. Further, it is proportional to 
a(s(i)) to make more costly shape deviations of slices corresponding 
to bigger modules, such as ROM's and RAM's, more costly. The target 
dimension for a library primitive is equal to the side dimension of 
the corresponding artifact. For leaf slices, which do not correspond 
to a library primitive but will be later further sliced, we set 1 = 
sqrt(a(s(i))) to promote shapes close to a square. Such forms yield 
generally better chances for tight packing of the subordinate slices. 
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The size factor is normalized to the total area A of the 
compound involved. The scaling factor f(s(i)) determines the 
'stiffness' of a slice. It not only discriminates between the fix 
and flex slices, but also provides intermediate flexibility grades 
that can be dynamically modified by the system. Note that according 
to the previous definitions, semiflex slices in terms of shapes 
behave like flex. The limitations on their flexibility concern only 
the wiring. 

The values of f(s(i)) lie between 1 (flex slices) and 100 (fix 
slices) and make the deformations of flex slices much more attractive 
than their fix counterparts. Moreover, the rigidity factor f(s(i)) 
for flex slices is dynamically set to its maximum value if 
lt - lo< O, where lo is the minimal length of the shorter side of a 
slice, This condition corresponds to a flex slice reaching an 
excessive deformation beyond which the placement flexibility is 
drastically reduced. Such a situation occurs when a superordinate 
slice dimension becomes smaller than that of one of its children. 
The minimum size of a slice is defined as follows: 

for flex leaves: lo sqrt(a) 

for other slices lo = dmax 

where dmax is the greatest linear dimension of any artifact to be 
placed within s(i) on later steps. 

The quality measure of space allocation is usually of interest 
for a group of all n leaf slices forming task t. It is derived by 
summing up the deformations of all leaf slices involved. The 
resulting value is called the total task deformation (TTD). 

TTD(t) = sum(i: s(i) in t : d(s(i))) (5.1.3) 

The TTD will be used as a principal measure to judge various 
configurations of slices forming a task. The problem of task area 
allocation can be now formalized as follows: 

given: 

set of n functional modules m(i) forming a task t, with the areas 
a(s(i)), target aspect ratios r(s(i)) and the rigidity factors 
f(s(i)), i = 1,2, ••• ,n. of the corresponding leaf slices. 

find: 

such a user compound structure of S(t), build on the leaf slices 
s(l), ••• ,s(n), which minimizes total task deformation TTD(t), 
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TTD(t) sum(i s(i) in t df(s(i))) ~5.1.4) 

In the next two sections we discuss the methods to solv~ this 
problem. 

5.1.1 Slice Merging 

Slice merging is a space allocation method yielding the 
slice ('slice of slices') configuration of a user compound 
problem of selecting a user compound structure consisting of 
slices is equivalent to selecting one partition out of all 
partitions of the set of n slices. Generally, there is l(n) 
partitions possible, where 

l(n) sum( k 0 <= k <= n-1 

1(0) 1, 

n-1 
( ) l(k))' 

k 
n > 1 

double 
t. The 
n leaf 

distinct 
of such 

(5. 1. 5) 

The set partitioning problem belongs to a group of np-complete 
combinatorial problems. [HU 82]. It follows from (5.1.5) that even 
for moderate values of n, the number of all possible partitons is 
prohibitively large to justify an exhaustive search. For instance, 
1(10) > 1000000. Moreover, evaluating cost functions based on the 
TTD is an expensive operation in itself. 

That is why a heuristic method of solution has been chosen, in 
which only a small subset of all solutions needs to be search~d. It 
is based on generating a series of partitions SO(t), Sl(t)~ .•. , 
Sk(t) with monotonously decreasing TTD, TTD(SO) > TTD(Sl) > •• ·> 
TTD(Sk). The k-th partition, having the least TTD, is accepted as 
suboptimal solution. 

Consider a (master) slice s with n subslices, each corresponding 
to a leaf slice. The MERGE method for double slicing is based on 
gradual improvement of this initial configuration, In each step a 
leaf slice with the highest deformation is identified and tried in 
all other subslices. Each trial assignment modifies the shapes of 
leaf slices in only two subslices: the original one and the one to 
which the selected leaf slice has been assigned. Leaf slices in all 
other subslices remain intact so that their contributions to the TTD 
remain constant. 

Out of k-1 partitions generated on the i-th step, k being the 
number of subslices at this step, a partition yielding the minimal 
TTD is selected. If the associated value of the cost function TTD is 
lower than on the i-1-th step then the selected leaf slice is 
permanently assigned to the corresponding subslice and the process is 
repeated. Such a permanent assignment of a leaf slice to a new 
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subslice is referred to as a MERGER. If the selected leaf slice 
happens to be the last in a subslice. then the respective subslice is 
deleted from the slice list and the slice count is decremented by 1. 
In case of no further improvement reached, the present configuration 
is accepted as the final solution. The described process is 
illustrated in fig.5.1. 

+---+---+---+---+--+ +--------+---+--+--+ +--------+------+--+ 
I I 

+------+ 
+--------+ +--------+ 
I 

+---+---+---+---+--+ +--------+---+--+--+ +--------+------+--+ 

slice count=5 slice count=4 slice count=3 

fig.5.1 The principle of MERGE operation 

********************************************************************* 
* * * procedure MERGE (t) 

* 
* 
* * O. Arrange all n leaf slices of t into a master slice s of * 

* lenght la, s = (s(l),s(2), •••• s(k)), k = n; * 
* 1. For each subslice s(i) of s compute contribution df(s(i)) to * 
* TTD(t); mark a leaf slice so(i) with the maximal deformation; * 
* 2. Select a subslice s(j), containing the maximally deformed * 
* (marked) leaf slice so(j) * 
* 3. For each subslice s(i), i <> j. compute the expected * 
* decrease c(s(i), so(j)) of total task deformation TTD(t), * 
* caused by hypothetical move of a leaf slice so(j) to s(i). * 
* 4. Select a subslice s(l) which yields the greatest gain, i.e. * 
* c(s(l),so(j)) >= c(s(i).so(j)) for any i in [1..n], i<>j; * 
* 5. If c(s(l), so(j)) <= tolerance then stop * 
* 6. Move the leaf slice so(j) to subslice s(l); * 
* 7. Compute df(s(l)) and mark a new leaf slice so(l) * 
* with the maximum deformation; * 
* 8. If subslice s(j) empty drop it from the slice s, decrementing * 
* subslice count k by l; goto 2; * 
* * ********************************************************************* 
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Analysis. *) 

The cpu-time performance of an algorithm is dependent on how 
many times a basic sequence of computations is to be repeated. In 
our case such a convenient unit is the cpu time tO needed to compute 
a deformation of a leaf slice. The total cpu time t required to find 
the solution consists of two parts: 

t = tO * ( Nl + k * N2 ) 

where Nl is the number of tO's needed 
slices in the initial phase, N2 
perform a merger of the selected leaf 
subsequent mergers. Let n denote the 

(5 .1. 6) 

to find the deformation of all 
is the number of tO's needed to 
slice, and k is the number of 
number of leaf slices. 

Clearly, Nl = n. The selection of a leaf slice with the biggest 
contribution to the TTD(t) does not require additional computing of 
the deformation. Since the selected leaf slice is tried in all but 
one subslice, the deformations of all n leaf slices must be 
recomputed for each step. Hence, also N2 = n. The number of steps k 
needed is more difficult to estimate. We use here a rather rough 
assessment based on the following two observations: 

a) The slices composing a user compound structure do not vary much in 
the area and shapes. 

b) Since the most deformed leaf slice is usually in the most deformed 
subslice, the MERGE algorithm tends to make a 'bad' subslice 'worse', 
distributing its leaf slices over the remaining subslices. 

Taking these observations into account, we assume that the optimal 
result is likely to have approximately n/i subslices, where i is the 
average number of leaf slices in a subslice. In order to achieve 
this state by adding one leaf slice at a time from the most deformed 
subslice to all the remaining n/(i-1) subslices, there are ~/(i-1) 
steps (mergers) needed. Since the starting configuration consists 
always of n subslices, one leaf slice in each, the total number of 
mergers k is likely to be 

k ~ n/i + n/(i-1) + n/(i-2) + ••• + n/(i-i+2) < n*i/2 (5.1. 7) 

In most cases the number of slices in s and the number of leaf slices 

*) Major algorithms suggested in this work are provided with a rough 
assessment of the expected, average cpu performance in terms of the 
number of slices IS! and the number of nets !P!. These estimates are 
often based on fairly crude assumptions and have, therefore, an 
orientational character only. Nevertheless, they give a flavor of the 
computational complexity to be expected and lie close enough to the 
empirical results to be practical. 
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in each subslice are quite similar. Taking this approximation we 
have i ~ sqrt(n) and the expected time dependence is therefore in the 
order of 

t = tO * (n + n * i/2) "- O(!Sl**(3/2)) {5.1.8) 

5.1.2 Germ Expansion 

The double-slice based area allocation method described in the 
previous section is used predominantly for tasks on whose structures 
a special slice arrangement, namely in parallel rows, is imposed. In 
many situations task regularity of this sort simplifies supply and/or 
clock distribution schemes and is frequently used. In such cases 
often a big slice count is a factor emphasizing the need for fast 
algorithms. The resulted user compound structure is a trade-off 
between the simplicity on one hand and the flexibility on the other. 

For all other tasks the area allocation problem is being solved 
by the germ expansion method, which yields a general slicing 
structure. Such structures have deeper hierarchy and deliver more 
diversified solutions than the merge method does. It is particularly 
important for the highest level tasks in the hierarchy. Expending 
relatively more effort on these levels to get possibly the smallest 
TTD has two reasons. First, these tasks usually include several big, 
fix slices, typically corresponding to the memory structures, which 
are very 'stiff' and can hardly accept any deformation. As such, 
they form a major obstacle to densely packed layouts generated 
automatically from separate building blocks. Second, excessive slice 
deformations on the highest hierarchy levels have an 
disproportionately big influence on the total chip area. 

A special slicing structure with increased depth, used in HECTIC 
to solve the area allocation problems for higher level tasks 
including t(O) (chip floorplan), is referred to as a GERM LAYOUT. It 
is built around a central (leaf) slice, called a GERM. Out of the 
remaining n-1 leaf slices a slice is formed and appended to a germ so 
as to match one of its sides. This construct becomes then a new 
germ; a new slice is formed from the remaining leaf slices and is 
again appended to the germ. The procedure continues until all n-1 
leaf slices are arranged around the original germ. Fig.5.2 provides 
an illustration of this process. 

The original germ slice is unalternably the biggest fix leaf 
slice of the task t and it is placed undeformed. Because of this 
arrangement, potentially the biggest contribution to the TTD{t) is 
eliminated. 

Generating solutions according to the germ layout principle is 
realized by a repetitive use of the PULLOUT process. It is applied 
to a particular slices and results in creation of a new slice, s', 
composed of slices 'pulled out' from s. 
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Let us take a closer look at the PULLOUT method before 
proceeding further with constructing a germ layout. In fig.5.3 a 
sliced layout S(t) of some task t is shown. It can be regarded as a 
slice s = (s(l),s(2),s(3)), with the subslices defined as follows: 

s(l) is a subslice covering all leaf slices except those in the 
outermost slice; it is our germ. 

s(2) - is the outermost slice, referred to as the APERTURE. 

s(3) is an imaginary (initially empty) slice, following the 
aperture, refered to as COLLECTOR. 

The leaf slices in the aperture are subsequently analyzed, and 
the slice with the greatest contribution to the total aperture 
deformation df(s(2)) is selected and moved to the collector. If the 
move results in decrease of the df(s(2)), it is accepted. 

+------------------+ +-----+ 

germ +-----+ 

+------------------+ +-----+ a) 

+------------------+-----+ +----+ 

germ 
! ! 

+-----+ +----+ 
! +----+ 

+----------+-----+-+-----+ ! 
! +----+ 
t t 

+----------+-----+-------+ +----+ c) 

+------------------+-----+ 

germ +----+ 
. ! 
+------------------+-----+ 
+----------+-----+-------+ 

+----------+-----+-----~-+ b) 

fig.5.2 Germ layout construction 

In this way collector 'pulls out 1 leaf slices from the ap
1
erture 

and becomes a new slice. This situation is illustrated in fig.5.3b. 
Later in the germ layout expansion process the old aperture is 
included into the former germ structure, giving rise to a new germ. 
The former collector then becomes a new aperture and a new pullout 
process can be executed. fig.5.3c. 
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Note, that for each slice move only the deformations of all leaf 
slices in the aperture need to be computed. Not.e also that 
ultimately moving all leaf slices from the aperture to the collector 
does not change the starting TTD(t). 

Generating solutions in the germ layout is realized by a 
repetitive use of the above mentioned pullout method. As we see, a 
run of PULLOUT results in a new germ. A series of pullout processes 
applied to the original germ we call the EXPANSION OF A GERM. 

germ aperture coll. 
+------------+----------+ 

+----------+ 
+----------+ 
+----------+ 
+----------+ 

+------------+----------+ 

a) 

germ aper. coll. 
+------------+----+-----+ 

+-----+ 
+----+ 
! +-----+ 

+------------+----+-----+ 

b) 
germ aper.coll. 

+-----------------+---+-+ 

+---+ 
I 

+-----------------+---+-+ 

c) 

fig.5.3 The principle of 'pullout' process 

Since a germ slice is invariably a rectangle, there are 
essentially two ways of germ expansion possible, which yield a 
qualitatively distinct result. Let us call them v- and h- expansion, 
depending on whether the expansion is in horizonal or vertical 
direction. The results of purely h-expansion and purely v-expansion 
of a germ are illustrated in fig.5.4. The essence of the germ 
expansion method is to explore systematically all possible expansion 
combinations. 

The starting configuration of the germ expansion process is 
provided by the original germ being the biggest fix leaf slice of the 
task and the aperture containing all the remaining leaf slices. If 
all leaf slices of the task happen to be flexible, then the biggest 
of them gets a square contour assigned and becomes a germ. 

The original germ is pushed on the f ifo germ stack. 
Subsequently, a new germ, in this case the only one, is popped from 
the stack becoming the current germ and the expansion process begins. 
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********************************************************************* 
* * * procedure PULLOUT( germ, orient) * 
* * * 0. i <= O; s(l) <= germ, s(2) the aperture containing * 
* n leaf slices, s(3) is a (dummy) collector slice; * 
* 1. Compute the total aperture deformation df(s(2)); * 
* direction of expansion <= orient; * 
* 2. Select a leaf slice so from the aperture s{2) * 
* that gives the greatest contribution to the df(s{2)) and * 
* move it to the collector: * 
* s(2) <= s(2) ./. {so}; s(3) <= s(3) .!. {so}; * 
* 3. df'(s(2)) <= df(s{2)) for the new aperture; * 
* 4. If df'(s(2)) < df(s(2)) and (aspect ratio within tolerance) * 
* then df(s(2)) < df' {s(2)) and goto-2; * 
* 5. Discard last move: * 
* s(2) <= s(2) • ! . {so}; s(3) <= s(3) ./. {so}; * 
* and stop; * 
* * ********************************************************************* 

The current germ is first h-expanded by the pullout method and 
the resulted new germ is pushed on the stack. Next, the current germ 
is v-expanded by another run of the pullout method. The new germ is 
again pushed on the stack. The current one is now discarded, after 
being expanded in both directions. 

+============+---+-----+----+ +============+ 
I germ I +----+ I germ I 
I I---+ I I 
I I +-----+ I I 
+============+---+-----+----+ +==+==+===+==+ 

a) +--+--++--+--+ 

+------+-----+ 

b) 

fig.5.4 Germ expansion: a) h-expansion b) v-expansion 

In the subsequent expansion step the next germ is popped up from 
the stack, becomes the current germ and is expanded in both direction 
in exactly the same manner as its predecessor. The process 
terminates when the stack becomes empty. 
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An overview of the germ layout construction gives fig.5.5 in 
which a decision tree (GERM TREE)) is depicted. It is a binary tree 
in which each vertex corresponds to a distinct configuration of 
slices. 

The area allocation process by germ expansion can be visualized 
as traversal of the germ tree. The search takes place in a level by 
level fashion, with both children being visited one after another. 

+-+ 
! ! 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 

I 

+-+ 
! I 
+++ 
+++ 

\ 

+-+ original 
! ! germ 
+-+ 

I \ 

+-++ 
! ++ 
+++! 
++++ 

+-+-+ 
! +-+ 
+++-+ 
++--+ 

fig.5.5 A germ tree 

I 

+-+-+ 
! +-+ 
+-+-+ 

\ 
+-+-++ 
! +-++ 
+-+-++ 

The procedure for constructing a germ layout out of n leaf 
slices corresponding to n functional modules of a task t can now be 
described as follows: 

********************************************************************* 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

procedure EXPAND_GERM (t) 

O. Initialization; push the biggest fixed leaf slice on 
the stack; If no fixed slice, select the biggest flex 
leaf slice instead; 

1. Pop out germ from stack to get curr germ; 
If stack empty then stop; -

2. PULLOUT (curr germ, h); new germ<= curr_germ .&. s(2); 
3. push new germ-on the stack -
4. PULLOUT (curr germ, v); new germ<= curr_germ .&. s{2); 
5. push new germ-on the stack;-goto l; 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ********************************************************************* 
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We must further provide the basic germ expansion algoritbm, as 
presented so far, with a mechanism controlling the aspect ratio of 
the result. The control is realized by specifying the target aspect 
ratio and the tolerance (step 4 of the PULLOUT routine). If the 
aspect ratio ar of the current structure lies sufficiently close to 
the target value, the algorithm continues. If, on the other hand, it 
goes beyond the specified tolerance, the expansion process in the 
'wrong' direction is terminated, even if the deformation gains are 
still possible. 

The difference between the germ expansion process for task t{O) 
and the remaining tasks concerns merely the tolerance with which it 
is run. For the task t(O) the tolerance is high, resulting in 
acceptance of all aspect ratios between 1/2 and 1. Only more oblong 
die forms are to be rejected, due to mechanical problems in the 
manufacturing process. 

In the case of all other tasks the result of the germ expansion 
must fit a predefined domain s. To achieve it, the target aspect 
ratio is set to min(lo(s), la(s)) I max(lo(s), la{s)) and the 
tolerance is set correspondingly lower. In order to ensure a 
complete matching, the result is subsequently post-processed by 
proportional rescaling to the exact domain dimensions. 

Analysis. 

Each leaf of the decision tree depicted in fig.5.5 corresponds 
to a certain germ layout. The germ expansion method requires 
searching all leaves of this tree. The worst case search would thus 
require analyzing some 2**n leaves of a binary tree, n being the 
number of leaf slices. In order to get the expected cpu time 
dependence let us assume that the leaf slices involved have similar 
forms and areas. This is, indeed, often the case since slices with 
extreme areas are likely to be assigned to either lower- or higer 
level tasks. 

In consequence, we can assume that on each step the leaf slices 
left would be uniformly distributed over the aperture and the 
collector. This reduces the depth of the germ tree to log2(n) and 
the expected number of leaves to approximately 2**(log2(n)) = n. Let 
tO be a basis cpu time slot needed for computing a deformation of a 
leaf slice. Let NO ne the number of tO's needed for finding one 
solution by traversing the decision tree from the root to one of its 
leaves. Then NO can be assessed as follows: 

(5.1.9) 
NO sum(i: l<= i <=log2(n) (Nl(i) * N2(i)) I N3(i)) 

where: 
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Nl(i) ~ n/(2**i) is the number of leaf slices moved from the aperture 
to the collector on i-th .level of the germ tree. Clearly, the number 
of leaves moved on (i-1)-th level is twice as big as on the i-th 
level. 

N2(i) = n/(2**(i-1)) is the total number of leaf slices for which the 
deformation must be computed on the i-th level of the germ tree. 
This is the case for all slices in the aperture and in the collector. 

Since each node in the germ tree is a root of some subtree, the 
result obtained so far (germ) is shared by all the subsequent germs 
in this subtree. Hence, no recomputation of deformations of slices 
forming a germ is needed. Therefore, on each level i the number of 
computations (tO's) necessary to arrive at a given germ is common to 
all N3(i) leaves (i.e.solutions) that share this germ, where N3(i) ~ 
2**i. 

We have thus the number of distinct computations of deformation 
associated with one path from the root of the germ tree to one of its 
leaves equal to: 

NO (n/2)*(n)/2 + (n/4)*(n/2)/4 + (n/S)*(n/4)/8 + 
O(n**2) 

(5.1.10) 

The total number of tO's needed to generate all solutions is n times 
larger, hence 

t ~ O(!S!**3) (5.1.11) 

5.1.3 Post-processing 

After having performed the area allocation step upon a task t 
the underlying sliced (sub)layout S(t) is defined. The leaves of 
this task have received tentative shapes and are now grouped into 
higher level slices. Before proceeding further with processing this 
task we must now examine the structure obtained and extract some 
auxiliary data from it. There are two essentially unrelated 
processes performed upon S(t) in order to determine the external nets 
of all slices and the image rotations of leaf slices, respectively. 

Determination of external nets. 

In chapter 4 the front-end processor has been discussed. One of 
its primary objectives was to determine the sets of external nets of 
all tasks in the system. This has been done by analyzing the 
hierarchy tree, while the internal task structures were undefined. 
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After the area allocation step the slicing structure of a task is 
finally determined, although the positions of leaf slices in parent 
slices still can change. The slicing structure of a task e~ables 
HECTIC to refine the original data by finding the lists of ex,ternal 
nets of all slices of a task t. They are the necessary input data 
for the task wiring step, to be discussed in depth in section 5.3. 

The determination of external nets of slices in a task t is 
performed in exactly the same way as the global external net 
determination process, described in the previous chapter. The 
underlying tree structure is the slicing subtree of a task t. The 
external nets of the root slice and the leaf slices of t are known, 
while the external net lists for all intermediate slices are being 
determined. Because of essentially analoguous processes we are not 
getting here into details, which can be found in chapter 4. 

Image rotation. 

At the end of the area allocation step sufficient information is 
gathered to influence the ultimate image transformation for the first 
time. Namely, if the shorter side of an artifact in standard 
orientation is not parallel to the shorter side of the corresponding 
leaf slice then the respective image is rotated 90 deg. As a result, 
the artifact will better fit the underlying slice domain. The 
determination of image rotation is done in a separate step 
terminating the area allocation for a task. A link to theisystem 
library is established and, if applicable, a rotation 90 deg added 
to the actual orientation of the image. 

Note, that in HECTIC the selection of final image transfotmation 
is split into the determination of a rotation 90 deg and two possible 
mirrors: latitudinal and longitudinal. This division is a natural 
consequence of the slicing principle. The image rotation step is 
performed first because it influences the geometry of slice domains 
and therefore is related to the area allocation step. The mirrors, 
if applied, do not change the contours of domains. They may have a 
significant effect on the wiring, though. That is why they are taken 
care of in HECTIC somewhat later, as part of the task wiring process. 

5.2 Sequencing 

The slicing structure offers a possibility of splitting the 
placement problem logically into two separate problems - the area 
allocation and sequencing. In the preceding section we have 
discussed the area allocation process, which is responsible for 
generation of the slicing tree Ts. The underlying slicing structure 
S(t) is optimized with respect to the required slice shapes. This is 
the starting point for the two subsequent design actions performed on 
task t sequencing and wiring. In this section we are concerned 
with the task sequencing problem. 
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The task sequencing phase aims at finding the optimal placement 
of all slices forming a task, while preserving the previously found 
slicing tree structure. To achieve this goal the slices are allowed 
to move only within the scope of the parent slice. In consequence, 
the task sequencing problem is reduced to a number of linear 
placement problems, each consisting of finding the optimal sequence 
of subslices in a certain slice. The resulting partial problems are 
essentially solved separately, but using the common cost function 
based on minimizing the geometrical spans of all nets which are 
modified by a solution to each individual problem. 

Slices of a sliced layout S(t) are sequenced in a fixed, 
breadth-first order. This order allows the gradual refinement of the 
net geometrical spans through which the impact of sequencing higher 
level slices gets propagated down the Ts tree and influences the 
sequence of lower level slices. The task sequencing process 
corresponds to finding the optimal order of nodes at each parent node 
of the slicing (sub)tree. 

With the sequence of subslices in each slice of S(t) found, the 
task is subsequently routed. The routing process consists of a 
systematic determination of the total task wiring pattern, 
represented by the transets of all its ubslices. The resulting 
transets are subsequently used to update the net spans. The wiring 
of a task t is performed right after sequencing it and before 
sequencing any of its subtasks. In this way the placement 
(sequencing) and wiring aspects remain intertwined. The task wiring 
problem will be discussed in detail in section 5.3. 

A key element of the HECTIC approach is the selection of the 
wiring-related cost function that controls the task sequencing I 
wiring processes. The goal is to optimize the pattern of each net 
and is realized in two steps, related to the sequencing and wiring 
respectively. The task sequencing process performs global 
optimization of all net patterns simultaneously, minimizing their 
geometrical spans. The wiring process for each individual slice 
locally optimizes the patterns of all nets in this slice. 

Consider a horizontal slice s, as illustrated in fig.5.6. Let p 
be a signal net shared by several subslices of s, .out of which s(i), 
s(i+k) are the outermost ones. The pattern routing imposed on each 
net restricts its realization to slice s. This means that 
irrespectively of its final topology, the net p will eventually have 
to run through all the subslices s(i+l), s(i+2),.. s(i+k-1) 
inbetween. 

Correspondingly, a part of the pattern segment g(s,p) between 
both subslices, shown in fig.5.6, is the lower bound on the length of 
p in s in horizontal direction. Let us call this part a PATTERN 
CORE. 
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-+--------+-- ---------+-------+-
! 
! 

s(i) !================!s(i+k) 

-+--------+-- ---------+-------+-

fig.5.6 Lower bound on net length in slice s 

Let further xmin(p) and xmax(p) denote the minimal and, 
respectively, the maximal absolute coordinate of all pattern cores of 
net p over all horizontal slices. Then the difference gh(p) 
xmax(p) - xmin(p) defines the horizontal (geometrical) SPAN of net p. 

Analogously, the superposition of vertical pattern cores, 
associated with all vertical slices, gives rise to vertical span of 
net p, gv(p) ymax(p) - ymin(p). 

The horizontal and the vertical spans gh(p), gv(p) are m¢asures 
of the net global properties on the level of the entire chip. 
Intuitively, both spans being small generally indicate a coherent 
routing. 

+------------------------------+ 

m.b.b. 
+------!------+ 

Igv(p) ! 
!gh(p) I 
=======!======= 

I 
I 

+------!------+ 
+------------------------------+ 

sliced 
layout 

s 

fig.5.7 The geometrical spans of a net p 

Note, that gh(p) + gv(p) equals half of the perimeter of the 
rectangle R(xmin(p),ymin(p), xmax(p),ymax(p)), which is referred to 
as the net MAXIMAL BOUNDED BOX (m.b.b). The m.b.b represents lower 
bound on the geometrical region within which a net can be realized. 
We further represent the spans of net p as orthogonal line segments, 
intersecting in the center of the related m.b.b. fig.5.7. The net 
spans play an important role not only during the slice sequencing 
process but also during the subsequent wiring step. 
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In order to accentuate the difference between the m.b.b. and 
the m.e.r. (maximal enclosing rectangle) concepts, let us consider a 
square chip slice with a unit side dimension. Let p be a signal net 
shared by two functional modules. Fig 5.8a illustrates the situation 
in which after first slicing (shown as domain bisection) both modules 
have fallen into different subslices. Since their leaf slices are 
not known yet, we denote them merely by an 'x' in each subslice. All 
we can presently say about the span gh(p) is that it may still range 
from 0 (leaf slices abuting across the slicing line) to nearly l(leaf 
slices at the opposite chip sides). Since the m.b.b. measure takes 
always the minimal distance, the current estimation of the horizontal 
span of p is O. 

Suppose further that after vertical slicing both modules 
remained in the top portions of the original subslices (fig.5.8b), 
which have been bisected again. The first module can be now in 
either subslice A or B, and the second in either C or D. (fig.5.8c). 
For the B-C combination the gh(p) length estimate is still 0 since 
both leaf slices can still abut across the slicing line. It is not 
the case for A-C and B-D combinations wherethere there is one 
subslice inbetween. Hence, gh(p) 1/4. Finally, for the A-D 
combination there are in any case two subslices separating the 
ultimate leaf slices of the two modules mentioned. Hence, gh(p) = 
1 /2. 

Note, that without knowing exact positions of leaf slices, in 
line with slicing still lower level domains we get increasingly 
accurate estimates of the pertaining nets' spans. 

+---+---+ +---+---+ +-+-+-+-+ 
!x !x x! !A!B!C!D! 

+---+---+ +-+-+-+-+ 
!x ! 

+---+---+ a) +---+---+ b) +---+---+ c) 

fig.5.8 Illustration of the m.b.b. idea 

In essence, the m.b.b idea is similar to the 'minimal enclosing 
rectangle concept (m.e.r), used in a variety of wiring approaches. A 
major difference is that the m.e.r. measure gives the upper bound 
estimate while the m.b.b. measure gives the lower bound estimate. 
In a hierarchical synthesis of a sliced IC layout the m.b.b net 
length estimate has two important advantages. First, it is more 
precise, particularly on higher levels of the hierarchy where the 
m.e.r based estimates are too pessimistic. Second, the m.b.b -
based total net length estimate can be conveniently updated when 
analyzing the slices individually in the stricly top-down manner, 
specific to the HECTIC method, what is more complex for the m.e.r 
estimates. 
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Since the slices of a layout S(t), corresponding to 
are sequenced one-at-a-time in a fixed order, we 
concerned with sequencing a single slices, sin S(t). 

a task t, 
are f~rther 

The sequencing problem for a slice s can be formulated as 
follows: 

given: 

A chip sliced layout S, a task t, an unsequenced slice s, sin S(t), 
and the current spans g(i) of all nets, resulting from prior 
sequencing of higher level tasks of S. 

find: 

The sequence of subslices in slice s so that the total net span G(S) 
is minimal, 

min G(S), G(S) sum ( p : p in N(S) : g(p) ) (5.2.1) 

where N(S) is the set of all signal nets of S and g(p) is the current 
geometrical span of net p in the direction of slice s. 

solution: 

In sequencing 
subslices so 
contribution 
spans with 
of interest. 

a slice s we are concerned with finding the order of 
that the total increase of net current spans, ca~sed by 

of s, is minimal. Clearly, for each slice only the net 
the orientation matching the direction of this slice are 

The problem of linear ordering of a set of interconnected components 
received considerable attention over the past decade [OHTSUKI 79], 
[ASANO 82]. The HECTIC concept imposes special requirements in that 
the sequence of interrelated linear placement problems is to be 
solved. Also, although the subslice count in a slice is usually 
small, for some applications it may easily hit 30 - 40 and more. 
This makes the exhaustive enumeration as the general case solution 
infeasible and places severe demands on possible branch-and-bound 
shortcuts. 

The way HECTIC solves the slice sequencing problem is by using 
the linear assignment algorithm [AKERS 81]. In essence, the linear 
assignment problem is concerned with assigning a set of objects to a 
number of distinct positions, given the score of an object at each 
position. 

Let n be the subslice count in slices, s = (s(l) •.. s(n))• Let 
1(1) ••. l(n) be the set of coordinates (positions) of subslices ins. 
We assume further that the subslices of s are roughly of the same 
size so that their potential positions are uniformly spread over the 
available length. This assumption allows us to try each subslice in 
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each location with minimal overhead, at some expense of precision. 

With positioning a subslice s(i) at position l(j) a SCORE c is 
associated, defined as total net span increase it causes. 

c(s(i), l(j)) = (5.2.2) 

sum(p : p in Ne(s(i)) min(xmin(p),l(j)) + max(xmax(p),l(j)) - g(p)) 

The scores of subslices at each position are grouped in the 
assignment matrix A, whose rows 
correspond to available positions. 
slice s one subslice at-a-time is 
score position currently available. 

correspond to slices, and columns 
Then from all subslices of the 
selected and placed in the lowest 

Upon a selection, the spans of nets associated with the recently 
placed subslice s(i) are updated. The assigrnnent matrix A is updated 
correspondingly, reflecting accumulation of more knowledge about the 
subslices' coordinates. In this way the positions of remaining 
subslices of s can be influenced by the already placed subslices. 
The process continues until all subslices are placed. 

********************************************************************* 
* * * procedure SEQUENCE_SLICE(s) 

* * 1. Construct then x n assigrnnent matrix A, 
* a[i,j]<= c(s(i), l(j)) 
* 2. Solve the linear assignment problem: 
* 2.1 Select unmarked row i of A that contains the worst 
* (biggest) score c; mark it; 
* 2.2 Select unmarked column j of A so that 
* a[i,j) =>minimum; mark it; 
* 2.3 Update the net spans and the assignment matrix A 
* 2.4 If not all rows marked then goto 2.1 
* 3. Rearrange the slicing tree according to the sequence of 
* marking rows; compute coordinates .of subslices taking 
* into account real longitudes lo(s(i)); 
* 4. Update the net spans according to the final coordinates 
* subslices 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

of * 
* 
'* * 

********************************************************************* 

Note, that since subslices in reality may have different 
longitudes, the updates of the net spans made during sequencing of a 
slice s have an orientational character only. The exact updates of 
the net spans are performed at the end of the sequencing process, 
i.e. when the final coordinates of all subslices are known. 
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Analysis. 

In order to populate the assignment matrix A each subslice is 
independently tried in all n positions. At each position its 
coordinates are compared with the coordinates of the net spans. 
Hence, the initialization of the algorithm requires a single process 
of O(!P!*n**2 ) complexity, where !P! is the number of signal nets. 
A similar complexity is expected in the process of updating the 
assignment matrix during sequencing of a slice. 

Once initiated, the main loop of the algorithm is executed n 
times. Each time one out of n rows of A is selected and one out of n 
columns of A. Moreover, an update of net spans takes place 
( O(!P!*n)), followed by an update of the assignment matrix A 
( O(!P!*n**2)). Hence, the expected cpu time performance of 
sequencing a slice is in the order of O(!P!*n**3). 

The overall cpu performance of sequencing of a sliced layout, 
approximated by a balanced slicing tree (fixed slice size), is in the 
order of O(!S!*!P!). 

5.3 Wiring 

In line with growing circuit complexity the organization of 
wiring becomes still a more crucial issue. With the si~e of a 
problem becoming prohibitively large, in terms of both the net' count 
and the component/pin count, there are some reasons why the existing 
routing concepts become increasingly obsolete. They include: ] 

a) lack of wiring hierarchy, particularly in approaches u~ing a 
hierarchical placement. 

b) inflexibility in selecting a routing style. 

c) expensive wiring 'preview' mechanism, to estimate the wiring 
areas/densities without wiring instantiation. 

d) reliance on the elements of exhaustive search. 

e) extensive storage requirements. 

In this section we present a global wiring method, referred to 
as ESR (Efferent Slice Routing). The ESR approach is an entirely new 
concept, designed to alleviate the problems mentioned above and 
provide a tool to attack the routing problem in a structured manner. 
The ESR method is a hierarchical pattern router, applied to a sliced 
layout. Loosely speaking, a router is called a pattern router if 
each connection is realized in an identical, predetermined fashion 
(pattern), without the complex logic usually underlying re~iewing 
many route variants. This requirement severely restricts pattern 
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routers to very regular structures. As a matter of fact. the only 
application of pattern routers of practical importance so far is in 
the area of global routing of some types of ULA's (uncommited logic 
arrays), where point-to-point connections are realized by 'L' 
patterns. 

By combining far less restrictive chip topology with a specific 
regularity. the slicing structure used in HECTIC allows the extension 
of the pattern routing concept to full custom type layouts. The most 
distinctive feature of the HECTIC approach is the specific way of 
wiring synthesis. The paths of signal nets are not solved on a 
one-at-a-time basis, as in other methods. Instead. all signal nets 
are routed simultaneously and within a certain slice only. This way 
of routing corresponds to the gradual refinement of net paths, each 
having the form of a HECTIC net pattern, discussed in section 3. The 
refinement of net configuration is exemplified by systematic 
determination of transets of still lower level slices. This can be 
imagined as a process in which signal paths are gradually permeating 
into more and more detailed structures. 

As the name already suggests. the ESR method concerns wiring of a 
single slice. However, since we are interested in sliced layouts, 
any such a layout can be globally routed by applying the ESC method 
hierarchically. According to the principles of efferent layout 
design, the slices are routed from the highest level down. Hence, 
similar to the task sequencing problem, we can present the task 
wiring problem as a collection of slice wiring problems and 
concentrate further on the routing of a single slice. 

5.3.1 Preliminaries 

The ESR method of wiring, used in HECTIC. supports two routing 
styles: off-cell and on-cell. They are selected through the task 
attribute RoutingStyle. 

In both cases the interconnections are allowed to run over the 
slices as well as along slice boundaries. Running over slices in a 
hierarchical environment corresponds to entering progressively lower 
level routing subproblems and is generally permitted, unless a slice 
corresponds to a system primitive function. Running a wire along 
slice boundaries has different, technology-related merits, and it is 
always allowed. We emphasize the latter by saying that an 
interconnection 'runs through' an intercell or 'enters' an intercell. 
An intercell int behaves thus in a way similar to a conventional 
interconnection channel, where the transets N[2](int) and N[4](int) 
determine the signals entering it, and the transets N[3](int,-), 
N[l](int.+) are related to to-be-connected terminals at both sides of 
such a channel. Moreover, the number of parallel connections running 
along an intercell determines the 'width' of this intercell. 
(Appendix C) ~ 
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The difference between the off-cell and on-cell routing styles 
lies in the preferences observed in chosing signal paths at each 
slice. In the off-cell style the interconnections through iriternal 
intercells are preferred. The on-cell style, on the other hand, 
emphasizes the interconections running through subslices and does not 
use intercells. The on-cell routing style cannot be as universally 
applied as the off-cell routing, since some leaf slices are often not 
accessible for a route. In such cases HECTIC overrules the related 
task attribute for the lowest level slices and completes the routing 
in the off-cell style. Since the off-cell routing covers all 
possible cases, it has been selected as the default routing mode. 

A special variant of the ESR on-cell technique is discussed in 
the section 5.3.4. By using essentially the same algorithmic tools 
but in a different order, the method guarantees each wire to be 
realized by direct domain to domain transitions. It is the major 
difference compared to the standard technique, where intercells play 
an active role and must be involved in routing. We refer this 
technique to as the CELL-TO-CELL routing (ESR-CTC). 

The arealess model of the ESR routing method, based on the 
combination of routing over slices and through the intercells, has 
been selected in HECTIC as an attempt to generalize the existing 
routing models. The underlying reasoning is as follows: 

a) Even if a particular technology/methodology 
unconstrained on-cell routing, the wiring 
functional blocks may still be allowed. 

does not allow for 
on the perif ieries of 

b) If needed, the margins of 'free space' around active domains can 
be easily created in HECTIC. 

c) Advances in technology inevitably are going to increase the number 
of layers available for signal routing, putting still more emphasis 
on direct interslice communication. 

d) Dealing with slices and channels as two different kinds of area 
consumers, where the existence of one (channels) is a function of 
placement of the other (slices) is complex. 

Independently on the routing style the net pattern of each net is 
invariably defined and manipulated by means of transets, core- and 
transit net lists of all slices and intercells. 

There are three requirements which we postulate to hold on each 
net pattern and to be satisfied by the correctness of construction 
itself. They are: 

i) consistency 
ii) no loops 
iii) locality 
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The postulates i) and ii) are fairly obvious. The first states 
that the net pattern segments in individual slices should be mutually 
intersecting such that between any two slices sharing a net an 
unbroken line can be found. The second postulate does not allow a 
pattern to form a closed loop, which usually means a redundant wire. 

Finally, the third postulate imposes each signal net to be 
confined within the lowest level slice for which it is an internal 
net. It is referred to as the PRINCIPLE OF LOCALITY. 

The principle of locality, satisfied by construction, is of 
particular importance since it enforces the consistency between the 
functional modules of a circuit and their topological 
representations. In particular, it is possible to store all data 
regarding an individual slice or task in a contiguous memory section 
and to process this data without referencing other sections. 
Otherwise, a signal net could be routed anywhere, and each operation 
of retrieving it might reference any other subslice, decreasing 
performance. 

Another advantage directly related to the principle of locality 
is the potential ease of extracting a portion of a layout, 
corresponding to an arbitrary slice, and putting it into the library 
as a new artifact. The power of this possibility cannot be 
overrated ! This option would allow for hierarchical library buildup 
and possible HECTIC reruns for selected chip portions, using as 
library primitives the compounds generated in earlier HECTIC 
sessions. 

!----------------! 

! ! 
!----+-----+-----! 
! o--1-----!--o p! 
! ! ! ! s 
!----+-----+-----! 

a) 

!----------------! 
! +-----------+ 
! ! p 
!-!--+-----+--!--! 
! o I o I 
! ! ! s 
!----+-----+-----! 

b) 

fig.5.9 Principle of locality of a net 

Let p be a net connecting some subslices in slice s and none 
outside s. The slice s is then the minimal cover of all subslices 
sharing p. A net is said to be LOCALLY REALIZED if it is enclosed 
entirely within the minimal cover of all subslices sharing it. For 
instance, a local realization of p is shown in fig.5.9a, whereas the 
realization from fig.5.9b. is not local. 
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Atop these postulates we continue in the routing phase to 
minimize the net patterns. Unlike in the slice sequencing problem 
where the lengths of net spans have been minimized globally, t;he ESR 
method optimizes the net pattern segments in individual slices. 

5.3.2 ESR Method - Phase l 

The objective of the ESR method is to construct a wiring pattern 
in a slice. During this process the global net patterns are further 
optimized locally, i.e. within the context of each slice routed. 
The method consists of two consecutive phases, executed immediately 
one after the other upon each slice. 

The nets constituting a side transet of a slice s can be imagined as 
'floating terminals', capable of taking any position along the slice 
side. The local optimization of a net pattern consists of selecting 
for each external net p the optimal place to enter slice s, referred 
to as NET ENTRY of p in s. Depending on the selected routing style, 
the net entry is either a subslice of s (on-cell routing style) or an 
intercell of s (off-cell routing style). *) 

With each pair (s(i),p), p in N[k](s), k~l,3, we associate an 
integer c(s(i),p), denoting the ENTRY COST of net p to s tprough a 
subslice s(i). fig.5.10. It is defined as the linear 4istance 
between s(i) and the center of the m.b.b., given by the re~pective 
net span. 

The entry cost c exemplifies the relative preference for· a net p 
to enters via subslice s(i). A subslice s(i) is selected as the net 
entry of p if it satisfies the environmental constraints and yields 
the minimal entry cost among all eligible subslices. The 
environmental constraints are different for the basic ESR method and 
for its ESR-CTC (cell-to-cell) variant. Therefore they are discussed 
separately in the pertaining sections. Summing up the entry costs 
over all subslices we get the total cost C(s) of wiring the slice s. 

*) In both cases the routing algorithm is essentially the same, 
operating on either subslices or intercells. Because of that we shall 
further concentrate on manipulation of subslices and the , on-cell 
routing style. It should be kept in mind, however, that the results 
remain relevant for the off-cell style as well if we merely refer to 
intercells in place of subslices. An exception is only the:subslice 
blocking situation, discussed later in this chapter. Contrary to 
subslices, the intercells can always accommodate any nUmber of 
interconnections and are not subject to blocking. 
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I 
I gv(p) 
I 

+----+----+-----+--+--!--+---+--+ 
!s(i)I ! I 

+----+----+-----+--+--!--+---+--+ 
! ~ I 

p c I 

<-----------> 

fig.5.10 The entry cost of net p entering slice s through s(i) 

The slice routing problem can be stated as follows: 

given: 

a) a slices, s = (s(l) ••• s(n)) 
b) transets N[k]s, kin [1 •• 4] 
c) the sets of core nets Ne(s(i)). s(i) in s 

find: 

The global pattern of s described by transets N[k](s(i)) and transit 
nets Nt(s(i)) of each subslice s(i) and intercell int(i) in s, so 
that the total wiring cost C(s). 

(5.3.1) 

C(s) = sum(i,k : l<=i<=n. k={l,3}, pin N[k](s(i)): c(s(i),p)) 

is minimal and the environmental constraints are satisfied. 

Fig.5.11 provides a graphical illustration of the input a) and 
the output b) data. 

The ESR method of wiring a slice consists of two major steps 
covering the process of computing the transets of all its subslices 
and intercells. The first step is concerned with finding the 
longitudinal routing, which determines the internal communication 
between subslices. The internal (longitudinal) routing is also 
dependent on the signal nets entering s through the front sides 
(transets N[2](s) and N[4](s)) which are taken into account as well. 

The longitudinal routing step results in the determination of 
the side transets of all subslices. The transit net lists for 
subslices and intercells of s and the core net lists of the 
intercells are also found. 
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N[3](s) 
+----------------------------------//----//--------+ 

N[2] (s) s N[4](s) 

a) +-----------------------//----//-------------------+ 
N[ 1 ](s) 

N[2](s(l)) N[2] (int) N[2](s(n)) 
+----------+ +-------+ +-----------+ 
! Nt(s(l)) ! !Nt{int)! ! Nt{s(n)) 

! 
N[l]{s{l)) N[3](s{l)) N[l] (s{n)) N[3] (s(n)) 

! Ne{s{l)) ! !Ne(int) ! ! Ne(s{n)) 
b) +----------+ +-------+ +-----------+ 

N[4](s{l)) N[4] {int) N[4] (s(n)) 

fig.5.11 Input and output data for the ESR method 

The second step is concerned with deciding the optimal net 
entries for the signals entering s through the lateral• sides 
{transets N[l]{s) and N[3](s)). It corresponds to connecting the 
internal wiring pattern, found in the first step, by the signals 
coming from the outside and results in partition of the side transets 
of s into front transets of its subslices. The notion of 
environmental constraints plays an important role in this step. 

5.3.2.1 Side Transets 

The internal {longitudinal) routing in slice s is represented by 
the transets N[k]{s{i)), k~l,3, i in [1 •. n], of all its subslices. 
For instance, if we consider a net p connecting, say, subslices s{i) 
and s{i+2) of s, then p will eventually be available in the following 
side transets: N[3](s{i)), N[l](s{i+l)), N[3](s(i+l)), N[l](s(i+2)). 
In its simplest form it can be imagined as a net pattern segment 
intersecting several sides of subslices. 

Since the signal nets entering s through the front transets 
N[2](s) and N[4](s) also contribute to the longitudinal wiring ins, 
we have to account for them as well. It is done by initializing the 
transet net lists of the first and the last subslice of s as follows: 
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Nt(s(l)) N[2](s), Nt(s(n)) N[4](s) (5.3.2) 

Since the front side of s is equal to the lateral side of either 
s(l) or s(n), the corresponding transets are also similarly 
initialized: 

N[l](s(l)) = N[2](s), N[3](s(n)) = N[4](s) (5.3.3) 

Note, that in the ESR method discussed in this section, the 
outermost subslices of s cannot have the longitudinally running 
transit nets, unless assigned as in (5.3.2). 

The determination of side transets takes place in three steps, 
the last of which is concerned with the formation of the actual sets. 
The two first steps are devoted to preparation of some auxiliary 
data, consisting of the core nets of intercells and the transit nets 
through each subslice of s, respectively. 

Let us consider an intercell int(i) in slice s, so that int(i) 
int(s(i),+) int(s(i+l),-). The intercell int(i) divides slice s 
into two parts, say, the left and the right part. A net p will be a 
core net of int(i) only if it is available in the subslices in both 
sides as either core or transit net. 

Let us denote the 
subslices in the left 
NR(int(i)), respectively. 
the intercell int(i) is: 

sets of all core- and transit nets of 
and in the right part by NL(int(i)) and 
Hence, the set of core nets Ne(int(i)) of 

Ne(int(i)) = NL(int(i)) .&. NR(int(i)), 

with NL(int(i)) and NR(int(i)) defined as follows: 

NL(int(i)) = { j 

NR(int(i)) • {j 

l<=j<=i Ne(s(j)).l.Nt(s(j))} 

i+l<.,j<=n Ne(s(j)).!.Nt(s(j))}. 

(5.3.4) 

(5.3.5) 

(5.3.6) 

In a similar way we can compute the lists of transit nets 
Nt(s(i)) through an arbitrary subslice s(i) of s. To do so, all 
subslices s(l), ••• ,s(i-1) that preceed s(i) arid all subslices 
s(i+l), ..• ,s(n) that follow s(i) should be looked up for the nets 
available at both sides of s(i). 

However, since the core nets of intercells are already known, we 
achieve the same goal by simply looking at the intercells int(s(i),+) 
and int(s(i),-), adjacent to s(i). The set of core nets common to 
both intercells is a superset of the set of transit nets through 
s(i). In order to find the required set Nt(s(i)), we must eliminate 
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from it the nets which are the core nets of s(i). Hence, 

Nt(s(i)) (((Ne(int(s(i),-)) .&. Ne(int{s{i),+)) 
.!. Nt(s(i)) ./. Ne(s(i)) 

i in [2 •• n-1] 

(5.3.7) 

The formula (5.3.7) is used to determine the transit nets for 
non-terminal subslices of s; the transit nets for the outermost 
subslices s(l) and s(n) are already known. (5.3.2). 

We can now proceed with the determination of side transets. 
Consider, again, a subslice s(i) of s. Let p be a signal net so that 
p in Nt(s(i)) or p in Ne(s(i)). If p is a core- or a transit net of 
some other subslice s(j), i <> j, s(j) ins, then it has already been 
detected as core net of int(s(i),+) and/or int(s(i),-). Hence, the 
side transets N[k](s(i)), k=l,3, n=l, ••• ,n, can be determined as the 
sets of nets common to a given subslice and to the adjacent 
intercell. 

N[l](s(i))=(Ne(s(i)).!.Nt(s(i)).&.Ne(int(s(i),-) 

N[3](s(i))=(Ne(s(i)).!.Nt(s(i)).&.Ne(int(s(i),+) 

(5.3.8) 

~5.3.9) 

********************************************************************* 
* * * procedure SIDE_TRANSETS(s) 

* 
* 
* * 0. Initialization: i <= 0 * 

* 1. Initialize transit net lists of the outermost subslices: * 
* Nt{s(l)) <= N[2](s); Nt(s(n)) <~ N[4]{s); * 
* 2. Copy front transet of s to side transets of the outmost * 
* subslices of s: * 
* N[l]{s(l)) <= N[2](s); N[3](s(n)) <= N[4](s); * 
* 3. Determine core nets of intercells int(i), * 
* int(i) = int(s(i),+)), i in [1 •• n-1] : * 
* 3.1 compute the set NL(int(i)) of nets left of int(i) * 
* 3.2 compute the set NR(int(i)) of nets right of int(i) * 
* 3.3 Ne(int(i)) <= NL(int(i)) .!. NR(int(i)) * 
* 4. Determine transit nets of subslices according to (5.3.7) * 
* 5. Determine side transets of subslices according to * 
* (5.3.8 - 5.3.9) * 
* * ********************************************************************* 
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5.3.2.2 Front Transets 

In the second and final step of the ESR method of routing a 
slice we are concerned with determining the front transets 
N[k](s(i)), k=2,4, i in [1. .n], of all subslices of s (on-cell style) 
or all intercells of s (off-cell style). In the on-cell style 
routing the front transets of some intercells can be determined as 
well. This is the case when a subslice is blocked and cannot be 
accessed by an interconnection, which is then detoured via the 
adjacent intercell. 

The front transets determination is realized by gradual 
distribution of nets on N[l](s) and N[3](s) over the subslices of s. 
Such a transformation of the side transets of s into front transets 
of its subslices corresponds to replacing a higher level routing 
problem by partial problems of a lower level. 

Let us consider a side transet N[l](s) of sand a net p, p in 
N[l](s). The net p can enter slices only through subslices that 
satisfy the environmental constraints. 

I \ 
at least one subslice 

\ eligible ? I 
y I \ n 

+----v------------+ 
! select eligible ! 
! subslices ! 
+----+------------+ 

! 

+--------v-------+ 
all subslices ! 
eligible 

+--------+-------+ 

+----v-•----------------------v-------+ 
so(p): select subslice s(i) with 

the lowest entry cost 
+------------------+------------------+ 

v 
I 
s(i) blocked ? 

\ I 
y I 

+-------v------+ 
I int(s(i),+)! 
!or int(s(i),-)! 
+--------------+ 

\ n 
+------v-------+ 

s(i) 

+--------------+ 

fig.5.12 Selection of the optimal entry for net p 
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In the case of on-cell routing style, the environmental 
constraints require that pin Nt(s(i)) or pin Ne(s(i)). A subslice 
s(i) satisfying this condition is ELIGIBLE for selection. The reason 
for narrowing the selection only to eligible subslices is to 
guarantee that a net p enters a slice through a subslice with p 
already in place. Otherwise the internal slice wiring would have to 
be updated, calling for additional processing (internal slice wiring 
is found first). 

The first step of front transet determination is therefore the 
formation of a set sO(p) of all eligible subslices , sO(p) in s. The 
situation of sO(p)=O is an exception, arising if a net p is a transit 
net through s, i.e. pin Nt(s). In this case the notion of eligible 
subslice is extended to all subslices in s. 

Next, from the set sO(p) of eligible subslices we select one 
with the smallest entry cost. Let it be s(i). Fig.5.12 shows the 
underlying decision diagram, 

The selected subslice s(i) is subsequently checked with regard 
to another environmental constraint, referred to as signal BLOCKING. 
Whether s(i) is found to be blocked for net p depends on its internal 
configuration and on the task attribute NetsBlocked. 

The blocking constraint concerns a subslice, which should not be 
entered by a wire. Let us consider a subslice s(i) of slice s, the 
sides (s(i),l), (s(i),3) of which are not accessible for net p. It 
can be thus entered only through the front sides. In the parent 
slice s it will constitute an obstacle, blocking all signals at both 
sides of s(i), as shown in fig.5.13a. 

The solution to the blocking phenomenon is to remove the 
obstructed net p from slice s altogether and route it along s 
(fig.5.13b). Now p is routed in either the intercell int(s,+) or 
int(s,-), from which is contacts only these subslices of s which it 
needs to. The net pattern segment of p in s in this case is 
considered a special case of the HECTIC net pattern. 

The problem with the blocking situation is that it can be 
precisely detected relatively late, namely while routing slice s, 
The pertinent information, on the other hand, is needed earlier 
when selecting net entry to the slice fa(s), as shown in fig.5.13c. 

There are three possible ways of handling the blocking 
situation, all controlled by the HECTIC task attribute NetsBlocked. 
First, the blocking phenomenon can be initially neglected 
(NetsBlocked=none). This results in violating the side 
accessibilities. The violations are later corrected in the second 
phase of the ESR routing method, when the violator nets are ripped up 
and rerouted. The method does not give rise to the environmental 
constraint, but it is also the most expensive one. 
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;-- p 

+----+----+-!--+--------+---!---+------+ 
! o--!-+ s(i) +---!--o 

a) +----+----+----+--------+-------+------+ 

+------------p--------------+ 
+----+-!--+----+--------+-------+--!---+ 

! o s(i) o 
b) +----+----+----+--------+-------+------+ 

+--------------------------------------+ p 
s !<=== 

c) +--------------------------------------+ 

+----+----+----+--------+-------+------+ p 
s(i) o---!--o---!<=== 

d) +----+----+----+--------+-------+------+ 

fig.5.13 The blocking phenomenon 

Second, we may look for the library primitives available as 
subslices of s, which are the source of blocking. If found, the 
entire slices is marked blocked (NetsBlocked=all). It means a 
blocking constraint baring all nets from using s as the entry to 
fa(s). This possibility is clearly fast but closes slice s to any 
possible nets, even for those nets which are not necessarily blocked 
by s(i), as shown in fig.5.13d. 

Finally, a compromise between these two cases can be found. The 
slice s is looked up for all library primitives, and the list of 
their external nets is maintained. During the routing process of 
fa(s), the slices is then blocked for all signal nets available on 
this list and open for the remaining nets. {NetsBlocked=core). This 
possibility reduces the burden of rerouting blocked nets but does not 
remove the problem as not only the nets associated with the library 
primitives can be blocked, For the purpose of discussion in this 
work we assume further that NetsBlocked=all. It means that any 
library primitive as a subslice of s(i) would block s(i) for p. 

If s(i) has the lowest entry cost and is not blocked, then it is 
accepted as the optimal entry for net p. Otherwise, one of the two 
intercells int(s(i),+), int(s(i),-) is selected, Its selection is 
still based on the smallest distance from the m.b.b. of the net p. 
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Upon selection of s(i) or the adjacent intercell int, the net p 
is added to the front transet N[4](s(i)) of s(i) or to the front 
transet N[4](int) of the intercell int, respectively. It is also 
added to the corresponding transit net list of the subslice:or the 
intercell. The selection process described is repeated for each 
signal net on the transet of s. 

In exactly the same manner the other transet of s, N[3](s), is 
being transformed into the front transets N[2](s(i), i in [1 .. n]. 
Notice the importance of updating the list of transit nets. It 
guarantees that a transit net of s will use the same subslice (or the 
same intercell) to go through s. 

********************************************************************* 
* * procedure FRONT_TRANSETS(s) 

* * 0. Initialization 
* 1. k <= lateral side index of s; 
* kl <= front side index of subslice of s; 
* if both lateral sides analyzed then stop; 
* 2. select next net p, pin N[k](s); if none goto l; 
* 3. construct the set sO(p) of eligible subslices 
* 4. select the lowest cost entry cost subslice s(i), 
* s(i) in so(p) 
* 5. if s(i) not blocked then do: 
* 5.1 N[kl](s(i)) <= N[kl](s(i)) .!. {p} 
* 5.2 Nt(s(i)) <= Nt(s(i)) .!. {pJ; goto 2; 
* 6. From {int(s(i),+), int(s(i),-)} select the intercell 
* which is closer to the m.b.b. denote it int; 
* 6.1 N[kl](int) <= N[kl](int)) .!. {p} 
* 6.2 Nt(int) <= Nt(int) .!. {p}; goto 2; 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ********************************************************************* 

Analysis. 

Let us consider a balanced slicing tree with a fanout n. 
(Appendix B). The total cpu time t required to route a sliced layout 
can be assessed by multiplying the basic cpu time slot tO, associated 
with processing a slice, by the number of slices. Let further tO = 
tOl + t02, where tOl and t02 denote the cpu time required for 
determination of the side- and front transets of a slice, 
respectively. Since the net sets are represented in HECTIC as 

. bitmaps, both of these actions consist of a fixed number of bitmap 
operations and are proportional to !P!. Moreover, the tO time is 
proportional to the number of signal nets for which the selection of 
optimal net entry takes place. A first order approximation of this 
value is !P!/!S!. Hence, t ~ O(!P!(!S! +IP!)). 
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5.3.3 ESR Method - Phase 2 

The basic version of the ESR method, presented in the preceding 
section, performs the on-cell and off-cell style routing of a sliced 
layout. It determines the global topology of the signal nets, 
optimizing their net patterns. 

Phase 2 of the ESR method refines and completes the routing 
pattern within a slice, determined during the first phase. It is an 
extension of the original concept to the cases with constraints, 
consisting of limited side capacities, side accessibilities 'closed' 
or 'restricted', and including in the routing the library artifacts. 
Phase 2 modifies the original results so that the constraints are 
satisfied, at the minimal degradation of the routing quality. The 
following three steps constitute the second phase of the ESR method 
and are performed upon each slice. 

* image orientation 

* rerouting signal nets violating the constraints 

* environmental setup 

5.3.3.1 Image Orientation 

The problem tackled in this section is one of selecting the 
optimal orientation of an image. 

Consider a leaf slice so, corresponding to a library primitive. 
Let N[k](so) be a transet of so. Similarly, let N[k](lib(so)) denote 
the set of signal nets associated with the k-th side of the image 
lib(so). The set N[k](lib(so)) is closely related to the notion of 
transet. In fact, it represents the 'ultimate' (target) transet of 
nets that must enter a given slice domain through a specified side. 
In comparison, N[k](so) represents a similar set of nets that are 
obtained by HECTIC. By determining the connectivity Fi between the 
sides of the original slice domain and its ultimate artifact we 
define a measure of electrical affinity between them. The essence of 
image orienting is the selection of such an orientation of a library 
artifact that maximizes the total affinity, thereby simplifying the 
subsequent steps of net rerouting and the environmental setup. 

In general, an artifact can be mapped into a rectangular slice 
domain in eight possible orientations, corresponding to different 
combinations of rotation and mirror. This gives rise to essentially 
eight distinct possible images. Because in the HECTIC model the 
rotation generally affects the area allocation results, while 
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mirroring affects only the wiring structure, both phases are allowed 
to add their own contribution to the final image transformation 
independently. In section 5.1.3 we have already mentioned that the 
results of the area allocation cause either no transformation or a 
rotation 90 deg clockwise, to ensure that the longer sides of the 
artifact correspond to the longer sides of a slice domain. Note, 
that in the local coordinate system, the 'original' orientation is 
related to slice direction. The default image orientation, in a 
horizontal slice is the 'original' (library) orientationlof its 
artifact, while the default image orientation in a vertical sl~ce is 
the library orientation of its artifact rotated counter- clockwise 90 
deg. 

In consequence, the shape of a 
eventual rotation while the final 
selected from four possibilities. 
orientation step is thus to select the 
an artifact fits into a slice domain. 

slice domain determines the 
combination of mirrors is to be 
The essence of the image 
best out of four distinct ways 

The sum of latitudinal connectivities is computed first. 
Subsequently, the artifact is tentatively latitudinally mirrored and 
a similar connectivity value is computed for a new setup. If it is 
greater than the previous value, the mirror is accepted. It means 
that the artifact orientation is updated by pushing the mirror on the 
actual transformation stack. Otherwise, the mirror is reject~d, and 
the original orientation is retained. Exactly the same procedµre is 
followed for longitudinal orientation, determined by thei sum of 
longitudinal connectivities of the sides of so and its artifact. The 
effects of orienting an artifact are visualized in fig.5.14. The 
leftmost part gives the original (library) orientation of an 
artifact. 

Suppose that in order to fit a slice after the area allocation 
step, it has been first rotated 90 deg (next picture). The effect of 
longitudinal mirror is shown next. In the rightmost picture the 
combined effect of both the longitudinal and the latitudinal mirror 
is shown. 

## ## 
# # # # ## 

! ! # # ! ! ## ## # # 
!! # ## ! ! # # # # #I 
! ! ! ! ! ! 

-~~~- -~~~- -~~~-

! ! ! ! 

fig.5.14 The image orienting process 
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********************************************************************* 
* * procedure IMAGE_ORIENTATION(s) 

* * 1. If all library primitives analyzed then stop otherwise: 
* so <= next slice corresponding to a library primitive 
* 2. Determine latitudinal connectivity F : 
* F <= Fi(N[l](so), N[l](lib(so))); 
* F <= F + Fi(N[3](so), N[3](lib(so))); 
* 3. Determine latitudinal connectivity Fs of 
* a mirrored artifact: 
* Fs <= Fi(N[l](so), N[3](lib(so))); 
* Fs <= Fs + Fi(N[3](so), N[l](lib(so))); 
* 4. If Fs > F then append latitudinal mirror to the 
* image transformation stack 
* 5. Determine longitudinal connectivity F 
* F <= Fi(N[2](so), N[2](lib(so))); 
* F <= F + Fi(N[4](so), N[4](lib(so))); 
* 6. Determine longitudinal connectivity of 
* a mirrored artifact: 
* Fs <= Fi(N[2](so), N[4](lib(so))); 
* F <= F + Fi(N[4](so), N[2](lib(so))); 
* 7. If Fs > F then append longitudinal mirror to the 
* image transformation stack; goto 1; 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

********************************************************************* 

5.3.3.2 Net Rerouting 

By determining the image orientations of all subslices 
representing library primitives we have defined their target 
transets. In general, they still do not match the current transets 
exactly but an artifact in new orientation usually matches the 
current transets much better, simplifying the environmental setup 
step. Before we go to this issue, however, let us take a look at the 
nets which have been already routed but violate routing constraints. 
If detected, such nets need to be rerouted in this step in a way 
satisfying these constraints. 

The net rerouting step involves a scan through a slice s and 
identifying the nets that violate either the side accessibility code 
or exceed the side capacity for side (s(i), k), k=l,3 of each 
subslice s(i) in s. Clearly, the side accessibility is a net 
invariant in that it always bars some nets from entering a subslice 
through a given side. The side capacity has a different character 
and does not discriminate between nets until the capacity limit is 
reached. Then all the subsequent nets are prevented from entering 
through the side in question. 
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Upon detection. a violator net p is removed from the wiring 
pattern ins and re-routed in the intercell int((s).+) or int((s),-), 
depending on the context. The result is exactly the same as if p 
would have been detected as a violator while routing the parent slice 
fa(s) and directed through an intercell in advance. 

In the first step the slice s is scanned. and the list Nr of 
violator nets is created. Consider subslice s(i) corresponding to a 
library primitive. From our previous discussion we have sa(s(i). k) 

'restricted' for k in [1 •• 4]. Hence, each transit net p. pin 
Nt(s(i)). is a violator since the sides of s(i) accept only core 
nets. A net p is then appended to the violator list Nr. Note. that 
not all nets associated with library primitives are automatically 
violators as the corresponding subslices can sometimes be connected 
without inflicting transit connections. 

Another case of a violator net concerns the situation when a 
subslice s(i) is a free field primitive but the capacities :of its 
side(s) are exceeded. In such case all the signal nets in overflow 
of the predefined capacity are treated as violators arid are 
subsequently put on the Nr list. 

After having passed through the slices. all violating nets are 
stored on the Nr list. In the next action this list is analyzed, and 
each net p, p in Nr. is rerouted on the individual basis. Rerouting 
involves removing p from the side transets and transit net lists of 
all subslices of s, as well as from transit and core net lists all 
intercells of s. 

In the next step. the privileged side (s, kl) for each violator 
net p is determined and the privileged intercell int(s, kl) 
identified. A privileged side for a pair slice s, net p is a lateral 
side of s through which a net has entered this slice. Hence, p in 
N[kl](s). We require, though, that the privileged side does not 
coincide with the parent slice's side. 

If p enters s through either both lateral sides or none of them, 
as is the case for internal nets of s, then the privileged intercell 
is arbitrarily selected from int(s,+). int(s.-). 

The net p is subsequently redistributed over the front transets 
of subslices related to the privileged side side (s. kl) in a way 
very similar to the basic process of determining front transets. An 
important difference. however. lies now in that that a net p is being 
assigned not to a single but to each eligible transet. In general, 
front transets of subslices for which p is an external net and does 
not violate the capacity limit on the respective side, are eligible 
to carry p. Otherwise p is assigned to one of the adjacent 
intercells. If a subslice s(i) corresponds to a library primitive, 
then a net enters one of the adjacent intercells, unless it is 
directly available on the target front transet of s(i). 
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Note that the net rerouting scheme, presented above, extends the 
rules we have handled so far, according to which a net could enter a 
side of a slice at most once. In the extended setup there is exactly 
one side of a slice that can be entered by a net an arbitrary number 
of times. As we shall see later in this chapter, this extension 
still guarantees by construction the satisfaction of the original 
postulates imposed on the wiring pattern. 

********************************************************************* 
* * * procedure REROUTE_SLICE(s) 

* 
* 
* * 1. For each net p, p in Nt(s(i)), s(i) = subslice corresponding * 

* to a library primitive, s(i) ins, do Nr <= Nr .!. {p} * 
* 2. For each net p, p in Nr do: * 
* 2.1 (s, kl) <=privileged side(s, p); * 
* 2.2 Clear slices from a -;iolator net p, int=int(s(i),+): * 
* N[k](s(i)) <= N[k](s(i)) ./. {p} i in [l •• n], k=l,3 * 
* Nt(s(i)) <= Nt(s(i)) ./. {p} i in [1..n] * 
* Ne(int(i)) <= Ne(int(i)) ./. [p} i in [l .. n-1] * 
* Nt(int(i)) <= Nt(int(i)) ./. {p} i in [l .. n-1] * 
* 2.3 Find privileged side of s(i) and the adjacent intercell: * 
* (s(i), k2) <=privileged side(s(i), p); * 
* int<= int(s(i), k2); - * 
* 2.4 Fina front side of s(i) coinciding with the privileged * 
* side of s: (s(i), k3) <=side of s(i) so that * 
* int(s, kl) = int(s(i), k3) * 
* 2.5 For each s(i) so that s(i) ins and p in Ne(s(i)) do: * 
* 2.5.1 If pin N[k3](lib(s(i))) then * 
* N[k3](s(i)) <= N[k3](s(i)) .!. {p} else * 
* 2.5.2 If not lib(s(i)) and !N[k3](s(i))! <sc(s(i), k3) * 
* then N[k3](s(i)) <= N[k3](s(i)) .!. p else * 
* 2.5.3 N[k3](int) <= N[k3](int) .!. {p}; * 
* Nt(int) <= Nt(int) .!. {p}; * 
* * 
********************************************************************* 

5.3.3.3 Environment Setup 

The environment setup is a final action performed only on the 
leaf slices corresponding to library primitives and is aimed at 
transforming the current transets into the form equal to the target 
transets. 

The transformation of a current transet into the target transet 
consists of replacing the former by the latter in a way that 
guarantees consistency of the nets involved. The replacement action 
alone consists merely of copying the respective list N[k](lib(s(i)) 
into N[k](s(i)). Now each net on the transet N[k](s(i)) corresponds 
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to a physical terminal. In order to access this terminal by a net p, 
it must be available on either core- or transit net list of the 
adjacent intercell int(s(i),k); otherwise it will be inaccessible. 
The previous ESR steps have resulted in the wiring environment of 
s(i), in which a large majority of signal nets in the transets of 
s(i) is already matched by the nets in the adjacent intercells. 
However, since the library artifacts have fixed pinouts, this match 
can not be always guaranteed. 

The environmental setup step detects all these unmatched nets 
and routes them around a subslice s(i) until an intercell with the 
unmatched net in encountered. The ESR method guarantees availability 
of each external net of a subslice in its environment, i.e. in at 
least one of adjacent intercells. Hence, starting from a given side 
(s(i),k) and moving around a subslice s(i) the first, second, or 
third intercell entered with net p will contain this net on its net 
lists. 

The walkaround is realized according to the level of intercells 
in the slicing tree, which generally corresponds to the order of 
routing. 

Suppose ES(s(i)) = int(k), kin [1 •• 4], is the environment of a 
leaf slice s(i), corresponding to a library primitive. 

- - - ---! 

-----+------!<-+ 
I 

! s(i) !p 
! 

-----------+--x---+ 
+------+ 

fig.5.15 Environmental setup step 

Let the search begin from the intercell int(k), for which p not 
in Ne(int(k)) and p not in Nt(int(k)). Next, the two intercells from 
ES(s(i)) that are orthogonal to int(k) are analyzed and one of them 
selected for net p to enter. First of all, the selected intercell 
must have the net p available on the net lists. If none of the 
intercells satisfies this or both do, then the lower level intercell 
is preferred. If the levels are the same too, then this intercell is 
chosen for entry for which the entry cost is smaller. (section 
5.3.2) 

The environmental setup step is illustrated in fig.5.15 which 
shows the most disadvantageous situation. 
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After having met net p on the core or transit list of an 
intercell the search is done. If this is not the case, then p is 
added to the transit netlist of the selected intercell and enters the 
remaining one, which must contain p. 

********************************************************************* 
* * * procedure SET_ENV(s) * 
* * 1. s(i) <= next subslice in s corresponding to a library 
* primitive; if none then stop; 
* 2. transform to target transets: 
* 2.1 N[k](s(i)) <= N[k](lib(s(i))), kin [1 •• 4] 
* 2.2 int(k) <= int(s(i),k), k in [1 •• 4] 
* 2.3 k <= O; 
* 3.k<=k+l; ifk>4thengotol; int<=int(k); 
* 4. create list Nr of mismatched nets: 
* for each pin N[k](s(i)) do 
* if p not in Nr(int(k)) and p not in Nt(int(k)) then 
* Nr <= Nr • ! . { p } 
* 5. p <= next net of Nr; if none goto 3; 
* 6. from the environment ES(s(i)) select intercell intO 
* that is orthogonal to int and for which p in Ne(intO) 
* or p in Nt(intO) 
* 7. i:'.: both eligible intercells satisfy 6. or none of them 
* then select as intO the one of lower hierarchy level 
* 8. enter p to intO; if p in Ne(intO) or p in Nt(intO) 
* then goto 5; 
* 9. Nt(intO) <= Nt(intO) . ! . {p} 
* 10. intO <=the remaining intercell of ES(s(i)); goto 8; 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ********************************************************************* 

5.3.4 ESR-CTC Method 

Present in this section is a special case of the ESR approach, 
referred to as the Cell-to-Cell routing (ESR-CTC) method. The 
essence of this method is a specific selection of net entries. 
(Remember, that a net entry is a subslice through which net p enters 
the parent slice). Instead of being selected independently for each 
slice, the net entries for two CONSECUTIVE slices are selected so 
that they overlap. The net transition from one slice to the other 
takes place always directly via the (part of) side they have in 
common. Since this feature is observed on each hierarchy level, the 
overall effect is that the interconnection pattern of a chip is 
expressed in terms of domain to domain signal transitions, without 
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the explicit role of intercells. The difference between t;he ESR 
basic method run in the on-cell routing style and the CTC variaint is 
given schematically in fig.5.16 .. 

a) 

+----+ 
+-+-o 
! 
! +----+ 

+----+ 
o-+-+ p 

! 
+----+ 
s(i) s(i+l) 

b) 

+----+ 
+----+ 

o-+-o 
+----+ 

+----+ 

s(i) s(i+l) 

fig.5.16 The ESR method a) basic version: net puses an 
intercell to connect two domains b) Cell-to-Cell: 
net p connects two domains directly 

The ESR-CTC method uses the same data structures and the 
algorithmic approach very similar to the basic ESR method and the 
routing style on-cell. The major difference lies in the sequence of 
transet determination, ensuing from another method of net entry 
selection. Unlike the ESR basic method, the front transet 
determination is performed first, influencing the internal routing to 
a large extent. The subsequent step of side transet determination, 
which is analogous to the one discussed in section 5.3.2.1, completes 
the wiring pattern. 

Due to the similarities between the basic ESR method and its CTC 
spin-off we shall further concentrate on the differences between 
them, referring the reader to previous sections for discussions of 
major features of the ESR approach. 

Front transet determination. 

For the purpose of the CTC routing variant we extend the concept 
of the net pattern segment in a slice, denoted by g(s,p), and 
introduce a net pattern segment in an intercell. It can be imagined 
as a portion of an intercell through which a net can connect two 
consecutive slices. 

Let s(l), s(2), be two subslices adjacent to the intercell int 
from the opposite sides. If s(l) and s(2) are net entries of the 
same net p, then in the cell-to-cell routing they must overlap across 
int. The line segment over which they overlap is the pattern segment 
of net pin intercell int and is denoted by g(int,p). 
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A net segment pattern in an intercell is initialized to the 
length of this intercell since originally the whole length of an 
intercell can be used for net transfer. Later it is gradually shrunk 
in line with processing still lower subslices of the original slices. 

The determination of front transets N[k]s(i), k=2,4, i in 
[1 •• n], consists of selection of the minimum cost net entry for each 
net p and assigning this net to the related transet. 

Let us consider a net panda side transet N[l](s) of s. Like 
in the ESR method, a net p can enter slice s only through eligible 
subslices. The definition of an eligible subslice is different, 
however. A subslice s(i), s(i) in s, is eligible for p if it 
overlaps the pattern segment g(int, p), int=int(s,-). The formation 
of the set sO(p) of eligible subslices, sO(p) in s, is the first step 
of the ESR-CTC method. 

If p in Ne(s(i)) or p in Nt(s(i)) for at least one eligible 
subslice s(i), then we narrow down the set sO(p) of eligible 
subslices by removing all subslices which do NOT satisfy this 
condition. The reason is that among all subslices overlapping the 
pattern segment g(int,p) the subslices already having net p as core 
net are privileged. 

Subsequently, for each eligible subslice s(i), s(i) in sO(p), 
the entry cost c(s(i),p) is determined and the lowest cost subslice 
selected. Let it be s(i). Upon selection, the net p is instantly 
added to the front transet N[4](s(i)) of s(i) and to the transit net 
list Nt(s(i)) of subslice s(i). The update of transit net lists is 
important since it influences the optimal subslice choice on the 
other side of s. 

The selection of subslice s(i) for net p is accompanied by 
updating the net pattern segment g(int,p) of the net p 
correspondingly. The new pattern segment g'(int,p) is equal to the 
distance of overlapping between the old segment pattern g(int,p) and 
the selected subslice s(i). 

The described selection procedure is performed upon all signal 
nets of N[l](s). It is then repeated for the other side transet 
N[3](s) of s, which is distributed in a similar way over the front 
transets N[2](s(i)), i in [1 •• n]. Notice, that the notion of net 
pattern segment in an intercell coordinates the selection of net 
entries at both sides of this intercell. 

Side transet determination. 

The internal wiring pattern in a slice s in the on-cell method 
is determined in exactly the same way as in the ESR method. 
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The cell-to-cell routing variant is fast and conceptually simple 
because it is not concerned with many issues addressed in the basic 
ESR method. However, it is applicable only to an unconstrained 
problem, composed of floating field primitives which can always be 
entered by any connection and from any side. From this reason the 
ESC-CTC method can be useful primarily on higher hierarchy levels, 
when the general wiring distribution is to be studied. 

5.3.5 Properties 

In this section we conclude chapter 5 by showing that the three 
properties of the HECTIC generated routing patterns, whose 
realization by the basic ESR method was postulated earlier, are 
satified by construction. 

property 1: 

The ESR method guarantees consistency of each net 

A net pattern in a sliced layout S is consistent if each signal net 
p, available on at least one transet N[kJ(s) of an arbitrary slices 
in S, implies a continuous interconnection path to any subslice s(i), 
s(i) ins, for which pin Ne(s(i)). 

Let us consider a number of subslices in s, all sharing p as an 
external net. The step of side transet construction in ESR ensures 
that the net p will be consistent between the outermost subslices it 
is attached to, because each intervening intercell and each 
intervening subslice get p assigned as core- and transit nets, 
respectively. 

This consistency implies the existence of p on the corresponding 
side transets of all intervening subslices. Since the signal nets 
entering s through the front transets are transit nets of s(l) and 
s(n), respectively, each net entering s through the front transets 
and/or connecting an arbitrary number of its subslices is consistent 
within s. 

Similarly, a signal net p entering s through a side transet 
forms a consistent pattern with the internal pattern in s. It is 
guaranteed because each net p, p in N[kJ(s), k=l,3, enters s through 
the side (s, k) and is assigned to at least one front transet 
N[kl](s(i)) of a subslice or to at leat one front transet 
N[kl](s(i),+), kl=2,4, of an intercell. Due to the environmental 
constraints imposed, each subslice or intercell entered is assured to 
have p available on the list of either core or transit nets. 
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property 2: 

The ESR method guarantees loop-free wiring pattern 

Let us suppose tentatively that the converse statement is true a 
net p does form a loop. Irrespective of details of physical 
realization, the configuration of p could than be regarded as a 
closed Jordan curve J, shown in fig.5.17. In consequence, there must 
be one or more slicing lines that intersect J at least twice. 
Otherwise J would be enclosed within a single leaf slice which does 
not make sense. There are two cases that could lead to a loop: 
either i) slice is more than once entered from one side and closes 
loop internally or ii) slice is more than once entered from both 
sides. 

s s 
+--+-------+ +-+-----+--+ 

! 
J! ! ! 

! ! 
! J! 

+--+-------+ +-+-----+--+ 

fig.5.17 Illustration of the property 2 

A multiple entry is, however, impossible since the front transet 
determination process in the basic version of the ESR method allows 
for a single net entry per side of a slice only. The extended 
version does allow for multiple entries through one side but, on the 
other hand, does not allow for internal connections within S so that 
the slice cannot close a loop internally. In both cases our 
tentative assumption is thus false; hence, no net in the ESR method 
can form a loop. 

property 3: 

The ESR method guarantees locality of each net 

Let S be a minimal cover of all slices that share a signal net p. 
Maximal locality of p means that p would be realized entirely within 
the physical domain of S. Let us assume tentatively that it is not 
the case and p goes outside S, thereby contradicting its local 
realization. This implies that since there are no subslices outside 
S, p must enter S at least twice, forming a consistent pattern 
outside S. Since the net pattern of p inside S is consistent as 
well, p has to form a loop in this case. However, the ESR method 
produces loop free patterns by construction. Thus, our assumption of 
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p leaving S is false, hence - p is maximally local being entirely 
included in S. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TASK ASSEMBLER 

During the efferent processing of a task all important 
topological data concerning physical realization of the corresponding 
functional modules is acquired. The order of acquisition includes 
determination of the shapes of underlying slice domains, their 
placement, wiring configuration, orientation of library artifacts and 
finally the environmental setup. This sequence corresponds to 
gradual decreasing of the flexibility of functional modules. If a 
functional module is not a library primitive, then the description 
obtained so far provides the input data for processing a lower level 
task. 

The data gathered in the efferent processing phase of task t is 
at some point fed to the task assembler. The goal of the task 
assembler run is to prepare the images of subtasks and to combine 
them into the final image I(t) of task t. Some data, primarily 
concerning the ultimate shapes and dimensions, is then sent back to 
the efferent processor where it is used to control the execution of 
other tasks. 

The preparation phase consists of fetching the library resident 
artifacts and providing the corresponding images with topological 
attributes like transformation performed upon the artifacts. It also 
covers leaf cell processing, in which the images corresponding to 
leaf cells are created. The task image generation is performed by 
repetitive use of the slice assembly operation. The slice assembly 
operation combines the images of subslices into a unique image of 
this slice. The partial images are assigned coordinates so that they 
abut directly or through a special routing domain, additionally 
created by a detailed routing algorithm. For technologies that 
require a dedicated routing area between each pair of adjacent 
domains a possible detailed wiring technique is a channel router. 
[HASHIMOTO 71] • 

In order to assemble the image of a task, 
is to be performed on all slices in the 
assembly, the updated task data can be used 
efferent processing of other tasks. 
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6.1 Leaf Cell Processing 

In order to assemble a slice s first the images of all its 
subslices must be made available. Non leaf elements of s have 
already known images, due to the bottom-up mode of assembling. The 
remaining elements are leaf slices whose images must be supplied. 
This action is referred to as leaf cell processing. It depends on 
the kind of leaf slice and may take many forms, depending on design 
objectives, methodology, designer's preferences and, to a lesser 
extent, the technology. Each way of realizing an artifact has a 
different topological flexibility, determining the ease of fitting a 
layout structure into a prepared window. 

HECTIC distinguishes three major levels of leaf cell processing. 
In the order of increasing flexibility they are: 

i) library fetch 

ii) on-line cell generation 

iii) free field primitive 

The library fetch refers to fetching the corresponding artifact 
from the system library. The image consists then of a reference to 
the library artifact extented with the required transformation. In 
anticipation of a fixed pinout of a library artifact, the leaves to 
be processed this way get their environment specially set up during 
the second phase of the ESR method. 

In the case of a non library primitive, the corresponding image 
references an artifact constructed by a dedicated (macro) cell 
generator system run for a specified slice domain. The cell 
generator systems are self contained, technology related programs 
capable of constructing an image of a leaf slice by manipulating the 
library resident artifacts. The on-line cell generation is much more 
flexibile than the library fetch since the ultimate image can be 
customized to fit the target domain best. It may accommodate not 
only distinct shapes of domains but also varying pinouts, including 
some transit nets through the respective leaf slice. 

Finally, the image may actually not reference any artifact at 
all. In. this case the corresponding leaf cell is a free field 
primitive. Its contents is left open, possibly for a separate run of 
HECTIC or for a later completion by interactive tools. The major 
advantage of the concept of free field primitives, introduced in this 
work, is that it allows for a smooth interaction into the design 
process by 'reserving' some space for later completion. 
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Library fetch. 

The size and scope of a component library, supporting a given 
technology, depend on the anticipated method of approaching layout 
problems. The advantages of using such a library are a matter of 
common consensus: savings in (re)design effort, reliability of 
thoroughly tested components, field-proven simulation models. One of 
the most representative examples of such a library is the library of 
logic primitives known as polycells. Different mutations of the 
original polycell concept are widely used in the industry for more 
then two decades, The polycells are predefined library artifacts, 
each realizing a specific logic function on the gate level. The 
elements of a polycell library have a standardized structure, 
including uniform height, embedded supply lines and double contacts. 
They have been designed to support specific style of IC layout - the 
polycell layout. 

Although supporting truly automatic layout, the polycell library 
is inflexible and places severe restrictions on chip layout. These 
restrictions become apparent in the advent of complex, hierarchically 
organized structures. To meet their specific needs the concept of a 
component library supporting an IC layout system should be extended 
to allow for a hierarchical organization of a library itself. In 
this way the library artifacts can be expressed in terms of 
previously defined objects which are usually less complex. 

Cell generators. 

Cell generators are specialized subprograms, usually highly 
technology dependent, that are used to generate an artifact within a 
defined domain. As a matter of fact, they are self contained systems 
which can be used separately as well. Their common feature is a 
uniform output format corresponding to an artifact description. In 
line with growing modularity of IC designs, the dedicated macrocell 
generators are expected to play an increasingly important role. 

Free field primitives. 

The concept of free field primitives is a novel idea introduced 
in this work. Free field primitives are non library primitives whose 
internal structure is deliberately left open by the system. All that 
needs to be specified in advance are the expected area and the list 
of external nets. Having a great deal of flexibility, the free field 
primitives are welcome on each level of hierarchy. The HECTIC system 
determines the optimal shape, position and pinout for each of them. 
The idea underlying free field primitives is actually a conclusion 
from the designer practice. Namely, in the design process of a 
complex microchip, various units have various levels of flexibility, 
as represented in HECTC by the rigidity factors. Often there are 
some units whose functionality is known but which are quite 
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insensitive to various shape constraints. In such cases it is 
mandatory NOT to define their shapes prematurely in order not to 
constrain other domains. Moreover, depending on the contour and 
pinout found by HECTIC, the details of their internal structures may 
vary. The free field primitive concept of HECTIC can also be 
regarded as an interface to the interactive layout. Should the 
automatic design of some part of chip be replaced for some reasons by 
the manual editing, an interactive layout editor can be invoked for 
the specified domain. A properly defined free field primitive also 
serves as a natural reentry point for another HECTIC run. 

6.2 Task Assembly 

The task assembly step consists of several invocations of the 
slice assembly routine, performed on the lowest level slices of task 
t first. Once assembled, the slice assembly process continues and 
pro,gressively higher level slices are assembled. 

Assembling a slice results in a new image, corresponding to the 
concatenation of images of the subslices, It consists of invocations 
of the subordinate images in their ultimate transformations. 
Depending on technology, the selected images may contact each other 
by abuting or by dedicated wiring shared by both domains. In the 
second case a detailed wiring algorithm must be invoked. Though not 
the only choice here, the channel routing style algorithm is the most 
logical choice and will solve the problem efficiently. Note, that 
two transets of an intercell and the two side transets of the 
adjacent modules constitute together a well defined channel routing 
problem. The channel routing approach has been widely discussed in 
the literature [DEUTSCH 72], [YOSHIMURA-KUH 82], [BURSTEIN 84). 
Therefore, we will not go into further details here. 

Of more importance is the expected area to be taken up by 
wiring. Generally, for each domain corresponding to a library 
primitive, a part of the area is reserved for routing. Therefore, we 
expect the images to fit the domains with an area surplus big enough 
to accommodate the wiring but at the same time not exceeding the 
needs. This is the ideal situation in which a new image contour, as 
returned by the task assembler back to the HECTIC process controller, 
exactly matches the slice domain alloted for it. 

The assembler is capable of moving the constituent images around 
so that the wiring needs can be exactly met. Whether the result, fed 
back to the efferent process controller, matches the space available 
is an important design decision. Usually even serious mismatches of 
about 20% can be readily tolerated. Bigger deviations can indicate 
that the area margin for the pertaining slices should be increased 
and that the task area allocation step should be repeated. 
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Fig.6.1 illustrates the idea of slice assembly process and the 
data exchange between HECTIC design flow controller and the task 
assembler. 

+--------------+ 
s 

+--------------+ 

+----------------+ 
lib(s) 

+----------------+ 

+--------------+ 
----> ! sl s2 

+--------------+ 
v 

+--+-----+ 
+-------+ 

<---- !lib(sl)! lib(s2) 

+-------+--+-----+ 
int 

fig.6.1 The slice assembly process 

A series of invocations of the detailed routing algorithm to 
assemble a slice is computationally expensive. Obviously, it must be 
done once in order to create a new image. What is required in many 
cases, however, is merely a quick check whether the detailed 
realization of a task would fall within the expected bounds. Only 
after a positive test a full-fledged detailed routing algorithm 
should be executed. 

From the abovementioned reasons the task assembler in HECTIC is 
invoked with the task parameter GlueStyle, which allows for 
simulation of the final task configuration, taking into account the 
anticipated detailed routing method. The GlueStyle parameter takes 
the values 'abut', 'chanest' and 'chan'. 

'Abut' corresponds to the situation in which pitch-matched 
images contact by abuting. 'Chanest' spaces the images at the 
distance equal to the estimated width of the wiring artery in 
between. Finally, 'chan' invokes a detailed channel router. The 
estimation of width of wiring between two images is based on the 
statistical analysis of the expected wiring distribution. (Appendix 
C). 
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CHAPTER 7 

DESIGN STRATEGY 

The tools presented in this work support a consistent, efferent 
layout design methodology. The HECTIC system, outlined in chapter 3, 
provides a sample configuration of these tools in an integrated unit. 
Within this framework there is still ample room for experimenting 
with different system configuration variants, tailored to suit 
particular needs. 

Because of the novel character of the tools presented, it is 
worthwhile to conclude the discussion of their merits by casting some 
light on how they can, or should be used. The emerging questions are 
related to such issues like legal and illegal design actions, design 
control flow and deciding the course of action based on intermediate 
results. All together they contribute to what is a particular DESIGN 
STRATEGY. Due to the efferent organization based on slicing, the 
design strategy in HECTIC can be altered and experimented with. 
Moreover, the design can be completed in arbitrarily small 
increments, corresponding to user-defined tasks. 

This chapter outlines a simple strategy followed in HECTIC, more 
as an illustration of the existing possibilities than a plea to make 
explicit choices. Nor will we be specific as to whether selected 
decisions deemed 'intelligent' in the system are taken by the program 
itself or by a designer. They concern such issues like which is the 
next subproblem to solve ? are the results acceptable ? if not, 
what kind of corrective action should take place ?. 

To start with let us return for awhile to the structural 
hierarchy tree Th, which serves as a convenient medil.Ull upon which the 
system control flow is organized. Each vertex t(i) of Th corresponds 
to a task. Therefore, it is a basic subproblem whose solution is a 
part of the total solution. To solve a task a number of design 
actions must be performed upon it. In a rather rough division we may 
single out three of them : ALOC, IPR and ASSEM. ALOC covers the 
area allocation process for a task. IPR stands for integrated 
placement (sequencing) and wiring. Finally, ASSEM denotes the task 
assembly process. 
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The process control in HECTIC implements a simple token passing 
scheme, in which tokens ALOC, IPR and ASSEM are passed between the 
nodes of the Th tree. Whether a design action can be fired upon a 
particular task t depends on the configuration of tokens in the 
incident nodes. Once completed successfully, the action is recorded 
by changing token positions. 

The control of design actions performed on a task t is 
concentrated in the following procedure: 

********************************************************************* 
* * procedure CONTROL(t, action) 

* * case action of: 

* * [ALOC]: 
* 1. if t does not have ALOC token action rejected; return; 
* 2. perform ALOC action on t 
* 3. if not accepted then corrective action(t) and goto 2 
* 4. action done; if t not primitive-task move ALOC token 
* from t to all children of t; return; 

* * [IPR]: 
* 1. if t does not have IPR token action rejected; return; 
* 2. perform IPR action on t 
* 3. if not accepted then corrective action(t) and goto 2 
* 4. action done;·if t not primitive-task move IPR token 
* from t to all children of t; return; 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

[ASSEM]: 
1. if not all children of t have ASSEM token or 

task is primitive and does not have either ALOC or IPR 
tokens then action rejected; return; 

2. perform ALOC action on t; 
3. if not accepted then corrective action(t) and goto 2 
4. action done; if t not primitive-task remove ASSEM token 

from all children of t else delete all tokens from t; 
5. set ASSEM token to t; return; 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ********************************************************************* 

A pair of tasks t, tl, t = fa(tl), is a major logical loop in 
the design process. After firing, t propagates the respective token 
down the Th tree to tl. Also propagated are boundary conditions on 
the problem tl, such as the available domain and distribution of 
entering signals. These signals from the 'brain' task t can be 
regarded as execution orders to the 'efferent' tl. 
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The efferent tl executes the order. To do so it may also 
simultaneously assume the role of brain to an even lower level task, 
ordering execution of some actions, whose results it can use to solve 
its original problem. 

Upon completion, the efferent consults the results with the 
brain. If the results are acceptable, the design action upon a task 
t is considered completed. Otherwise a corrective action is 
performed, consisting mostly of modifying the task attribute list 
according to the recent result. With new parameters set the design 
action in question is then repeated. 

The task attribute list by which task execution can be 
controlled includes: 

AreaMargin(t) - the area surplus of a task 

RoutingStyle(t, p) - on-cell routing, off-cell routing 

CompoundMode(t) - slice, double-slice, germ 

GlueStyle(t) - abut, chan_est, chan 

NetsBlocked(t) - none, core, all 

A strategy is referred to as a finite sequence of design actions 
leading to a completed layout, exemplified by the token ASSEM at the 
topmost node t(O). 

Atop the formal process control structure described above, 
different strategies can be implemented. Each strategy is likely to 
give a quantitatively different result and the selection of the best 
strategy is not a trivial issue. 

The default strategy which HECTIC implements automatically is 
based on the breadth-first scan of the Th tree, followed by the 
bottom-up pass. All major design decisions are taken in the first 
pass. The bottom-up movement is dominated by the task assembly 
processes and plays a verifying role. 

If the automatic choice is overruled by manual selection, any 
strategy can be implemented. The possibility of automizing the 
elements of intelligent path choice, depending on the environment and 
the design history, is a challenging field of future research. 
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CHAPTER 8 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter we shall review some results of individual 
HECTIC components run for sample test problems. 

Slice merging. 

example 1: 

Let us consider a small task consisting of 12 leaf slices, for 
which the slice merging algorithm is run to perform the area 
allocation step. The rigidity factor for leaves with numbers 2, 3, 
4, 5, 7 and 12 has been set to 1, emphasizing their ability to accept 
shape deviations. For the remaining leaves the rigidity factor got 
the values ranging from 20 to 100. Subsequently, the area allocation 
step has been performed, using the slice merging method. 

Fig.8.1 illustrates the results obtained. The algorithm has 
been run for nine different task domains, with aspect ratios varying 
substantially. 

Germ expansion. 

example 2: 

We shall illustrate the results of the germ expansion algorithm 
on a fairly complex full custom layout example, originating from 
[LAUTHER 79]. The example consists of 24 building blocks of 
diversified forms. All of them are regarded as library primitives 
and get a uniform rigidity factor f = 100, emphasizing an essentially 
undeformable object. 
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a) 

fig.8.2 Example 2 
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The germ expansion algorithm has been run to perform the area 
allocation for the task. In this particular example it corresponds 
to finding the entire chip floorplan. It should be kept in mind, 
however, that we are concerned here only with the area allocation 
issue, in which leaf slices should be optimally arranged into a 
sliced layout. The positions of all slices can be later 
suostantially modified during the task sequencing step. 

The leaf slice number 12, which has the biggest area of all, has 
been selected to be the original germ. As expected, it has been 
allocated without deformation. 

Ideally, proportions of the shapes of leaf slices in both cases 
should be identical. Let us take a look at how do they compare in 
reality. Fig.8.2a originates from [LAUTHER 79] and provides the 
original data. The results of the area allocation step, performed by 
HECTIC germ expansion algorithm are depicted in fig.8.2b. The 
spacing between slices is related to the expected wiring density and 
comes from the older realizations of the algorithm, which has 
supported dedicated wiring areas. The numerical results are 
summarized in table 8.1. 

example 3: 

During this experiment the germ expansion algorithm has been run 
for three test area allocation problems of tasks of increasing 
complexity: 10, 25 and 50 leaf slices. All leaf slices have been 
assigned maximal rigidity factor of 100, Their target shapes have 
been selected randomly from a library comprising ten distinct 
artifacts with areas varying as 1 to 24. 

The results are depicted in fig.8.3. A slice with the biggest 
area has been selected in each case as the original germ - it is 
denoted by the lowercase 1 g1

• The left-hand side of fig.8.3 shows 
the best results obtained through the initial h-expansion of the 
original germ; the right-hand side gives the best results obtained by 
expanding the original germ first vertically. Both results 
correspond, therefore, to two disjoint subtrees of the germ tree. 

Table 8.2 gives a sample numerical values for the test run from 
fig.8.3c. (original germ h-expanded). Note substantial deformation 
of the smallest leaf slices. Although their impact on the overall 
structure is small, this may be a signal that some further 
refinements of the floorplan may be required. A conceivable course 
of action may be to split the underlying task into two or more 
subtasks and solve them separately. 
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table 8.1 Numerical data for the example 2 

+--------+-----+-----------------+-----------------+-------------+ 
! module !rigid! dimension 1 dimension 2 !deformation %! 
! name ! f ! ideal ! real ideal ! real 
+--------+-----+--------+--------+--------+--------+-------------+ 

MOD 1 100 16500 17000 9000 8735 3% 
MOD-2 100 16500 17000 9000 8735 3% 
MOD-3 100 8000 10000 4500 3600 20% 
MOD-4 100 9000 ' 10500 9000 7714 14% 
MOD-5 100 9000 11000 3000 2454 14% 
MOD-6 100 18000 27000 12000 8000 33% 
MOD-7 100 73000 72000 7500 7604 1% 
MOD-8 100 10000 11500 9500 8260 13% 
MOD-9 100 11500 12000 9000 8625 4% 
MOD-10 100 32000 37000 10500 9081 13% 
MOD-11 100 31000 29000 8000 8551 7% 
MOD-12 100 ' 40000 40000 35000 35000 0% (g) 
MOD-13 100 8500 9000 8000 7555 5% 
MOD-14 100 9000 10000 8500 7650 10% 
MOD-15 100 12000 13000 10000 9230 8% 
MOD-16 ' 100 13000 14000 9000 8357 7% 
MOD-17 100 8000 11000 3000 2181 27% 
MOD-18 100 10000 11000 2000 1818 9% 
MOD-19 100 10000 11000 2000 1818 9% 
MOD-20 100 9000 11000 3000 ·! 2454 18% 
MOD-21 100 10000 10000 2000 2000 0% 
MOD-22 100 8500 9000 4500 4250 5% 
MOD-23 100 8000 11000 3500 2545 27% 
MOD-24 100 8000 9000 7000 6222 11% 

+--------+-----+--------+--------+--------+--------+-------------+ 
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table 8.2 Numerical data for the example from fig.8.3c 

:--------+-~--+ ·----------------+-----------------+-----------+------+ 
lea' !rigid: dimension 1 dimension 2 lde~ormation~ ';( 

name . , ideal I real ideal I real . 
:----~---+-----+ ·-------+--------+~-------+--------+-----------+------+ 

MHJV 100 40000 43690 40000 36021 1. 1E+03 9 
MJQT 100 40000 43690 40000 36021 1. 1E+03 9 
MJYN 100 I 40000 43690 40000 36621 1. 1E+03 9 
MZJP 100 40000 43690 40000 36621 1. 1E+03 9 
MGSL 100 40000 43690 40000 36621 1. 1E+03 9 
MGHH 100 70000 79700 40000 35131 2. 9E+03 13 
11NAU 100 80000 79700 60000 60225 L 4E+02 0 
11KHU 100 80000 79700 60000 60225 1. 4E+o2 0 
MPBR 100 80000 79700 60000 60225 1. 4E+02 0 
MZBA 100 80000 79700 60000 60225 1. 4E+02 0 
!1XIP 100 70000 82661 40000 33873 3. 7E+03 18 
MMIP 100 40000 47235 40000 33873 2. 1E+03 18 
MFXY 100 20000 33873 15000 8856 1. 3E+03 69 
MUHM 100 30000 36196 20000 16576 9. 1E+02 20 
MKYK 100 30000 36196 20000 16576 9. 1E+02 20 
MUVK 100 30000 36196 20000 16576 9. 1E+02 ::io 
MJLH 100 20000 18098 15000 16576 2. 4E+02 9 
MLYY 100 10000 16576 10000 6032 4.2E+02 65 
MCOR 100 10000 16576 10000 6032 4.2E+02 65 
MCYR 100 10000 14414 10000 6937 3.0E+02 44 
MMSG 100 20000 20813 15000 14414 9. 6E+Ol 4 
MRIS 100 20000 20813 15000 14414 9.6E+01 4 
MYAC 100 20000 20813 15000 14414 9. 6E+01 4 
MPSE 100 20000 20813 15000 14414 9.6E+01 4 
MHRY 100 20000 20813 15000 14414 9.6E+01 4 
MWNS 100 10000 14414 10000 6937 3.0E+02 44 
11UVT 100 10000 14414 10000 6937 3.0E+02 44 
MYVU 100 10000 14414 10000 6937 3.0E+02 44 
MXRV 100 10000 14414 10000 6937 3.0E+02 44 
MNAE 100 70000 69375 40000 40360 2.0E+02 0 
MWV 100 70000 69375 40000 40360 2.0E+02 Ct 
MAYO 100 70000 69375 40000 40360 2.0E+02 0 
MVBA 100 70000 69375 40000 40360 2.0E+02 0 
MAVP 100 50000 50450 20000 19821 7.2E+01 0 
M't<.00 100 50000 50450 20000 19921 7.2E+01 c 
MZNZ 100 50000 50450 20000 19821 7.2E+01 c 
MKRV 100 50000 50450 20000 19821 7.2E+01 0 
MXDB 100 50000 50450 20000 19821 7.2E+01 0 
MYYB 100 50000 50450 20000 19821 7.2E+01 0 
MVUR 100 50000 50450 20000 19821 7. 2E+01 0 
t1TOL 100 60000 48750 20000 24615 2.0E+03 18 
MJSQ 100 5000 48750 5000 512 9. 6E+02 875 
MNKV 100 5000 48750 5000 512 9.6E+02 875 
MLHJ 100 5000 48750 5000 512 9.6E+02 875 
MECK 100 60000 48750 20000 ,24615 2.0E+03 18 
MAU 100 60000 48750 20000 24615 2.0E+03 18 
MCRH 100 5000 48750 5000 512 9.6E+02 875 
MOKW 100 10000 48750 10000 2051 1. 9E+03 397 
!1GCK 100 10000 48750 10000 2051 1. 9E+03 387 
MHPS 100 90000 90000 80000 80000 O.OE+OO c 

+--------+-----+--------+--------+--------+--------+-----------+------+ 
Deformation count = 158848 
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Sequencing. 

example 4: 

The next example shows a randomly generated sliced layout of a 
task comprising 20 leaf slices. The associated net list, also 
randomly generated, is shown in table 8.3. In addition, the external 
net lists of two leaf slices: MRNL and MFDF, have been subsequently 
extended manually by adding the nets NAAl to NAA7. The purpose was 
to simulate a highly connected pair of leaf slices that in the 
sequencing process should migrate toward each other. 

table 8.3 Net list for the example 4 

-----------------------------------------------
slice: MDUR exnets: NTQX NWAG NSMF NLDJ 
slice: MJAM exnets: NVTC NGAL 
slice: MKXG exnets: NWAG NGBJ NPJR 
slice: MAUR exnets: NIFQ NCFT NGAL NNGA 
slice: MCIF exnets: NMIY NLDJ NQHT NPEY 
slice: MCJJ exnets: NWPF NPEY NNGA 
slice: MNTB exnets: NTTF NCUX 
slice: MSOQ exnets: NWAG NWND NNGA 
slice: MOUZ exnets: NWPF NWVJ NNGA 
slice: MNGH exnets: NZMH NIFQ NTQX NMIY 
slice: MODZ exnets: NCUX NZVY NWVJ NWAG 
slice: MAGR exnets: NZVY NLDJ NPEY 
slice: MVCI exnets: NTQX NMIY NTTF 
slice: MKRZ exnets: NPJR NWND NGAL 
slice: MFDF exnets: NWAG NQHT NAAl NAA2 NAA3 

NAA4 NAAS NAA6 NAA7 
slice: MVEM exnets: NWPF NCUX NCFT 
slice: MBOD exnets: NZVY NGBJ NVTC 
slice: MSRK exnets: NZMH NSMF 
slice: MQHA exnets: NVCS NLDJ NQHT 
slice: MRNL exnets: NWPF NVCS NTTF NAAl NAA2 

NAA3 NAA4 NAAS NAA6 NAA7 

Next, the sequencing/routing process has been run on this 
structure. For comparison, the routing process has also been run 
without the sequencing part. The two diagrams in fig.8.4 show the 
results of this comparison, a number at the bottom of each diagram 
gives the total length of the geometrical net spans. In fig.8.4a the 
original (unsequenced) layout structure is depicted. 
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+----·------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+MRNL------------------------------+----------------------------------+ 
I 

• 115RK----------------------- ------+11GHA--------- -------------+-------+ 

+l10UZ--------------------------~------+ 
+i1SOG------~------+-------------------+MVEM-+----+-----+-----+ 

l 
I 

+i1CJJ-------------+MNTB---------------+ 
+MCIF----+----- --+---------+---------+ I 

+MAGR-+MVCI-+ I 
I 

I +MODZ------+MKRZ-+MFDF-+ 
+11DUR----+MJAM-----+MKXQ-----+MAUR-----+11NGH------------------+MBOD---+ 

TIL = 75360 a) 

+-------------- ------------- ------------------------~-----------------+ 

+i1RNL--+---------------------------------------+-----------+-----+-----+ 

+MSOG---------------+-------------------+ 
+MODZ-+-----+ 

+MNTB-----+---------+MCJ.J-----+---------+ 
l l 

+f1AGR-+MVCI-+MKRZ-+MFDF-+ 
1 

+MJA,....----+MKXQ-----+MAUR-----+MDIJR-----+MVEM-------------------+ 
+MOUZ---- ------------------------------+ 

+MBOD--+MCIF-----------------------+-----------+l'INQH-------------------+ 

+i1SRK------------------------------+MGHA-----------------------------+ 

TIL = 43348 bl 

fig.8.4 Example 4 

After performing the sequencing process upon each slice 
efferently, the wiring is significantly improved. The new 
configuration is shown in fig.8.4b. The lower bound on total 
interconnection length, obtained by summing up the lengths of the net 
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spans, has been reduced by about 43%. In particular, note the 
adjacency of heavily interconnected slices MRLN and MFDF. In 
consequence, potentially substantial contributions to the lengths of 
net spans from the nets NAAl to NAA7 are now zero. 

Fig.8.5 illustrates the changes introduced by the sequencing 
process into the corresponding slicing tree. 

a) 

b) 

~x~ 
x l MRNL 

"':.'1, "'a~~ . 
MCI~ ~MSOQ Mj~x 
/71~ /\ /Z\ 

M::JAM MKXG MAUR MDUR MNTB MC:J::J x Ml<RZ MFOF 

;(_i,, 
MAGR MVCI 

fig.8.5 The slicing tree of example 4 
before a) and after b) sequencing 
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table 8.4 Sample routing of a slice 
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Wiring. 

example 5: 

Table 8.4 contains the result of the basic ESR method run for a 
sample sliced layout. The part a) has been run with the routing 
style selector RoutingStyle set to on-cell, the part b) with the 
off-cell option. Shown are all sets of nets associated with slicess 
and intercells. The numbers in square brackets represent side codes 
k, k in [1 •. 4]. The data at the beginning and at the end of the 
listing concern the intercells int(MHHC,-) and int(MHHC,+), 
respectively. 

example 6: 

In fig.8.6 a wiring for a sample sliced layout is shown 
graphically, with part a) representing off-cell routing and part b) 
giving an outlook of the on-cell routing style. Though more user 
friendly than the listing form presented in example 5, both forms are 
equivalent. 

The drawings of fig.8.6 have been obtained in the following 
fashion: 

i) each net on a slice transet has been assigned an unique point 
on the corresponding slice side. 

ii) each point obtained in this way has been connected to the 
center of the respective domain. 

iii) the widths of intercells have been estimated and graphically 
displayed as rectangles of the proportional width. 

The results concern the basic ESR method, with unlimited side 
capacity and side accessibility codes 'open' for all slice sides. 
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a) bl 

fig.8.6 Example 6 - Off-cell a) and on-cell b) routing 

example 7: 

The figures 8.7 and 8.8 present the results of off-cell and on-cell 
routing, respectively, for a series of five randomly generated 
problems of increasing complexity. The approximate numerical results 
are summarized in table 8.5. 

table 8.5 Efferent slice routing method 

+-----------+--~-------+-----------+-----------+----------+ 
problem # slices I # leaves ! # nets t (cpu) ! 

+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+----------+ 
test a 25 15 39 1 
test b 50 31 69 2 
test c 100 62 130 8 
test d 150 89 141 20 
test e 200 128 144 51 

+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+----------+ 
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fig.8.7 Example 7 -
off-cell routing 
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fig.8.8 Example 8 -
on-cell routing 
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example 8: 

In the final example discussed in this section we present in 
fig.8.9 sample results of the cell-to-cell variant of the ESR method. 
The underlying slicing structure is an alternative realization of the 
Lauther example [LAUTHER 79], containing 24 leaf slices. The dashed 
lines symbolize transit connections. i.e. signal wires that do not 
contact electrically the structure of a leaf slice beneath. 

3 
2 

7 

fig.8.9 Example 8 - Cell-to cell variant of the ESR method 
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APPENDIX A 

NOTATIONS 

I: Sets are denoted by uppercase letters and their 
elements by lowercase letters 

II: A.&. B, A.!. B, A./. B denote, correspondingly, 
the union, intersection and complement of two sets A and B 

III: 'in' denotes set membership, i.e. a in A 

IV: !A! denotes the number of elements in set A 

V: sum(n : <range> : <expression>) 

VI: 

VII: 

VIII: 

IX: 

denotes continued S1.lllllllation performed on <expression> 
for each variable n from <range> 

V(n : <range> : <expression>) denotes universal 
quantification,, where n is a variable, <range> is a 
predicate and <expression> is a quantified expression 

E(n : <range>: <expression>) denotes existential 
quantification, where n is a variable, <range> is a 
predicate and <expression> is a quantified expression 

A ~ { n : <range> : <expression>} denotes set formation 

C or c denote universally an integer cost, weight or score 
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APPENDIX B 

PROPERTIES OF SLICING TREES 

Height-balanced trees. 

Let Ts be a height-balanced slicing tree with fanout p at each 
node and m leaf slices. Let the levels of this three be numbered by 
consecutive integers starting from 0 (root). 

problem 1: 
How many slices are there on n-th level ? 

solution: 
Let the number of slices on n-th level be a(n). Clearly, we have here 
a recursion: 

a(n) a(n-1) * p 
a(O) 1 

whose solution is a(n) = p ** n 

problem 2: 
How many levels are there in Ts ? 

solution: 
Let the number of levels be n. Then m 

n = log(m) / log(p) 

problem 3: 

p ** n 

How many non leaf slices are there in Ts ? 

solution: 

and 

Let the number of non leaf slices of all levels from 0 
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PROPERTIES OF SLICING TREES 

ton be a(n). The recurrence in this case has the form: 

a(n) 
a(O) 

a(n-1) + p**(n-1) * p = a(n-1) + p**n 
1 

The characteristic equation of (B.1) is @ - 1 
and the characteristic solution of (B.1) is 

a'(n) =A* @**n =A 

0, from which @ 

A particular solution of (B.1) we expect in the form of 
a''(n) B * p**n, getting 

B * p**n - B * p**(n-1) 

from which 

B = p**n/(p**n - p**(n-1)) 

Finally, we get 

a(n) = a'(n) + a''(n) =A+ p**n/(p**n - p**(n-1)) * p**n 

A boundary condition a(O) = 1 is used to determine A : 

1 = A + 1/(1 - p)**(-1) = A + p/(p - 1) 

Thus, 

A = 1 - p/(p - 1) (p - 1 - p)/(p - 1) - l / (p - l) 

Finally, 

a(n) l/(p-1) + p**n * p**n/(p**n p**(n-1)) = 
l/(p-1) + p**(n-1) * p**(n-1) I p**(n-1) * (p-1) 
(p**(n+l) - l)/(p-1) 

In particular, for p 2 we have a(n) 2**(n + I) - l 

Level-balanced trees. 

(B.1) 

1 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

The properties of height-balanced slicing trees are useful in 
analyzing some worst case situations occurring in hierarchical 
systems. In most cases, however, they give too pessimistic a view of 
reality while modelling the expected performance. In particular, the 
real-life slicing trees are usually not height -balanced as only some 
nodes are continued on each level. To model their expected 
properties we introduce the notion of LEVEL-BALANCED slicing tree Ts, 
in which a fixed number of nodes per level is continued. The level 
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PROPERTIES OF SLICING TREES 

-balanced slicing tree Ts of order p is a tree that satisfies the 
following conditions: 

a) fanout of each node v(i) is either p or 0 

b) on each level there are exactly p non leaf nodes 

problem 4: 
How many levels does the level -balanced slicing tree Ts with m leaf 
slices have ? 

solution: 
Let the number of levels be n. In order to accommodate m leaves, the 
leaves must be uniformly distributed over levels, p(p - 1) on each 
level. To this rule there are three exceptions: the levels #0 and 
#1 do not contain any leaves and the last level contains leaves 
only. 

Hence, 

m = (n - 3) * p(p - 1) + p * p , and 

n = ((m - p**2) I p(p - 1)) + 3 (B.4) 

Problem 5: 
How many nonleaf slices are there in the Ts tree of order p ? 

solution: 
Let the number of nonleaf nodes in Ts be n. On each level of Ts 
there is exactly p nonleaf slices, with exception of the first level 
containing only one nonleaf slice and the last level which does not 
contain any. 

Hence, 

n = p * (((m - p**2)/p(p - 1)) + 1 ) + 1 = 

= (m - p) I (p - 1) + 1 = (m - 1) I (p - 1) (B.5) 
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APPENDIX C 

ESTIMATION OF INTERCELL WIDTH 

Let us consider an intercell int for which both transets 
N[k](int), k=2,4 and the set of core nets Ne(int) are known. Let N2, 
N4 and Ne denote the number of nets in each of these sets, 
respectively. 

We are concerned with estimating the expected width of a bundle 
of interconnections running along this intercell (intercell 'width'). 
fig.C.1. 

I slice s(i) I 
I I 
I +---------!----------+--------------I-- A 

+===========·=====!==========!==========~===+ w 
--I-----------------+ 

I slice s(i+l) 
I 

0 1/2 

+------I-- v 
I 
I 

1 

fig.C.l A model of a routing artery along an intercell 

In order to estimate the expected intercell width w we assume 
the exponential distribution of interconnection lengths and the 
uniform distribution of terminal points along the intercell of length 
1. 

The width w of an intercell .is proportional to the maximal 
number of signal nets contributing to a routing artery at any 
crossection. (signal density). To simplify the problem we further 
assume that the maximal density appears either at the center of an 
intercell or at its ends and consider the central crossection first. 
We have: 
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ESTIMATION OF INTERCELL WIDTH 

w = c * Po(l/2), where (C. l} 

c - proportionality factor 
Po(l/2) - signal density at the center of int 

The nets contributing to Po(l/2) originate from both transets and 
from nets generated in both halves of int, i.e. 

Po(l/2) = P2(1/2) + P4(1/2) + P(l/2), where (C. 2) 

P2(1/2) - nets from transet N[2](i) crossing the mid line 

P4(1/2) - nets from transet N[4](i) crossing the mid line 

P(l/2) - nets (not 
half of 

belonging to 
the intercell 

contribution from another 
counting nets twice. 

transets) that initiate in one 
and go to the other. A similar 
half is neglected to prevent 

For exponential distribution the density of probability fr and 
the probability Fr in function of intercell length 1 are depicted in 
fig.C.2 below. 

A fr(l) A Fr(l) 
! 
! 

i;---------;.:.:::=====-----

:,,/,--
I 

"" 1 - exp(-a*l) 

I * 
: ~* . . .........._ 

! *---+------x------------------ ;::. 1 1------------------------·>l 

fig.C.2 Diagram of fr and Fr 

Mean length l' of an interconnection is: 

l' ! 1 * a * exp(-a * l)dl 
0 

l/a 

The probability p(lo) that an interconnection is longer than 
lo is therefore: 

lo 
p(lo) fa * exp(-a*l)dl = 1 - fa * exp(-l*l)dl 

lo 0 
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ESTIMATION OF INTERCELL WIDTH 

= 1 - 1 + exp(-a*lo) • exp(-a*lo) 

Hence, 

P2(1/2) = N4 * p(lo) = N4 * exp(-a*l/2) 

P4(1/2) = N2 * p(lo) = N2 * exp(-a*l/2) 

Thus the probability that an interconnection starting at 1, 
1 in [0,1/2], has length greater than 1/2 - 1 is 

p(l/2 - 1) = exp(-a*(l/2 - 1)) 

The mean number of interconnections originating from (0,1/2) 
and crossing the mid line is P{l/2) 

1/2 
P(l/2) = f b * (1/2) * exp(-a*{l/2-l))dl = 

0 

{b/(2 * a)){l - exp(-a*l/2)) 

(C.4) 

{C.5) 

(C.6) 

The factor 1/2 in (C.6) is due to the fact that each net has 
equal probability to move towards the mid line and in the opposite 
direction. Factor b is the mean pin density along the intercell and 
refers only to those nets that do not appear on transets. 

b ~ 2 * !Ne(int)/(N[2](int) .!. N[4](int))! / 1 (C.7) 

Finally, we have 

Po(l/2) = ((N2 + N4) * exp(-a*l/2) + 

+ (!Ne(int)/(N[2](int) .!. N[4](1nt))!/a*l) * (1 - exp(-a*l/2)) 

and 

w = c * max(Po(l/2), N2, N4) (C.9) 
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of area allocation, 5-4 

Sliced layout, 3-3 
Slicing, 3-3 

double, 3-7 
orthogonal, 3-7 
recursive, 3-3 
tree, 3-5 

height balanced, B-1 
level balanced, B-2 
levels, 3-6 

Subslice, 3-5 
Superslice, 3-5 

Task, 3-1 
area 

allocation, 5-1 
forecast, 4-2 

assembly process, 6-1 
attribute list, 7-3 
compound, 3-1 
external net of,, 3-10 
prime, 3-1 
sequencing, 5-14 
total deformation (ttd), 5-3 
user compound, 3-6 
wiring, 5-20 

Transet, 3-11 

V-h tree, 3-5 
'windmill' structure, 3-4 



Samenvatting 

In dit proefschrift wordt de methodologie besproken om een layout 
van geintegreerde schakelingen van zeer hoge complexiteit (VLSI) 
automatisch te ontwerpen. Deze methodologie wordt geimplementeerd in 
bet experimentele HECTIC progr8111111asysteem, waarvan de organisatie 
eveneens wordt geanalyseerd. 

De HECTIC ontwerpmethodologie is gebaseerd op bet principe van 
hierarchische layout opbouw. Dit houdt in dat in plaats van een groot 
probleem een aantal deelproblemen worden opgelost; die oplossingen 
worden in bet uiteindelijke resultaat gecombineerd. 

De efferente systeemorganisatie staat in HECTIC centraal. Dit 
betekent dat de meest globale topologische beslissingen bet eerst 
worden genomen, terwijl meer lokale beslissingen worden uitgesteld. 
De layout van een chip wordt geconstrueerd door de originele contour 
van die chip stapsgewijs op te delen in steeds kleinere gebieden. Elk 
van die gebieden vormt op zijn beurt weer een kleiner layout probleem. 
Vervolgens worden de uiteindelijke posities van de componenten bepaald 
door een aantal lineaire plaatsingsproblemen op te lossen. 

Bet opsplitsen van bet traditionele plaatsingsprobleem in 
oppervlakte-toewijzing en volgorde-bepaling wordt mogelijk gemaakt 
door bet concept van chip-slicing, een idee ontwikkeld op de 
T.H.Eindhoven. 

Het bedradingsprobleem wordt opgelost door een hierarchisch 
patroon-bedradingsalgoritme te gebruiken. Ook hieraan ligt slicing 
ten grondslag. Een belangrijk kemnerk van de efferente ontwerp
methodologie, voorgesteld in HECTIC, is de koppeling van plaatsings
(volgorde-bepaling) en bedradingsfasen, die gelijktijdig verlopen en 
elkaar beinvloeden. 
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1. Het resultaat van het gebruik van de "terminal propagation" 
idee, voorgesteld door Dunlop en Kerninghan, is sterk afhankelijk 
van de gekozen partitioneringsmethode. 

A.Dunlop and B.Kerninghan, "A procedure for placement 
of standard-cell VLSI circuits", IEEE Trans. on CAD, 
vol. CAD-4, No 1, (1985), pp. 93-98 

2. De definitie van complexiteit, gegeven door Steward : "Given 
the parts and their behaviour, complexity is the difficulty 
involved in using the relations among the parts to infer the 
behaviour of the whole" geeft de essentie van de complexiteit van 
chipontwerp weer. 

D.V.Steward, "Analysis and Complexity", in "Systems 
Analysis and Management", New York, Petrocelli books, 
(1981), pp.2 

3. De uitspraak van Slutz : "Shape determination is significant 
because it is the only phase to consider the layout problem from a 
global perspective" is onjuist. 

E.A.Slutz, "Shape determination and 
algorithms for hierarchical integrated 
layout", Ph.D.thesis, Stanford University, 
pp.137 

placement 
circuit 
(1981), 

4. Automatische VLSI chipsynthese kan een simpeler probleem 
blijken te ZlJn dan het garanderen dat bet resultaat daarvan 
binnen de vooraf gestelde prestatiegrenzen ligt. 

5. De introductie op grote schaal van de VLSI chip technologieen 
met meer metaallagen zal een drastische diversificatie van de 
automatische routing tools tot gevolg hebben. 

6. "It is •.. not obvious to which extent a hierarchy may be 
regarded as input data and to which extent it must be generated or 
refined by the system" 

A.A.Szepieniec and 
approach to the 
Design Automation 
535. 

R.H.J.M.Otten, "The genealogical 
layout problem", Proceedings 17th 

Conference, (Minneapolis, 1980), pp. 

7. zeezeilen is waarschijnlijk de beste 
intellectuele en lichamelijke inspanning. 

synergie tussen 
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